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The delightfully comic account of a British couple and their imported cats starting over in a new
country, whilst discovering the joys and pitfalls of adapting to a strange culture, continues in this
second collection of Bucket To Greece, featuring Volumes 4 – 6. With their wedding looming,
Barry and Cynthia are keen to find a new home in the village, having outstayed their welcome at
Victor’s. Harold’s house has potential, but Barry needs Victor’s help to take advantage of the
obnoxious Brit.With chickens to tend and local politics to break into, Victor discovers retirement
offers little time for lazing about. He takes to the sea, repping on the lazy day cruise in the
company of the ouzo loving Kapetanios Vasos and his mute sidekick Sami, and crams up on
Greek aphrodisiacs to prepare for a gastronomic excursion. Victor schemes to rid the house of
superfluous kittens, hatches a plot to ensure the local taverna isn’t turned into a tourist attraction,
and lends a hand with the search when Spiros’ uncle Leo goes on the missing list.Spiros,
courting the fragrant Sampaguita, introduces her to the exciting ex-pat scene of inedible foreign
dinners; Milton is targeted by vanity publishing scammers, and a stubborn sheep stalks the
streets of Meli.The Bucket To Greek series is a must for fans of Greek travel and culture, with a
bucketful of laughs along the way.

From Publishers WeeklyAt the outset, Gessner tells readers that "[t]his is not a bird book";
indeed, it's more about what Gessner came to understand about himself by spending day after
day studying one particular species of bird, the osprey. Gessner, who previously wrote Return of
the Osprey, which focuses on the effort to rescue ospreys from DDT annihilation, this time turns
his attention to migration—why ospreys migrate to Central and South America every winter, and
what they do when they're there. He tracked ospreys on one basic migration route—from Cape
Cod to Cuba and back. While Gessner weaves in the science of tracking the birds, it's his
rowboat-and-binoculars approach to the subject that will most attract readers. Spending days
watching ospreys and chatting with other bird-watchers, Gessner discovers the "joy in reducing
life to one thing." Gessner writes beautifully, with grace and humor. (Apr.)Copyright © Reed
Business Information, a division of Reed Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved. --This text refers to an
out of print or unavailable edition of this title.From BooklistGessner insists that this is not a bird
book but, instead, a book about the nature of human happiness. Many of the people in it "have
turned their attention to things with feathers that fly." Gessner had become obsessed with
ospreys while on Cape Cod and decided to follow a flock when the flock left at the end of the
summer on its annual migration. The birds fly over the eastern U.S., then over Cuba, and spend
the winter in South America. Gessner joined a BBC crew making a documentary, traveling
illegally into the mountains of Cuba and then into Venezuela. They traveled by car, plane, boat,
and on foot to follow these raptors, whose wingspread measures six feet. Gessner describes the



birds' antics and writes about the people he meets along the way. Despite what Gessner says,
however, the book really is about birds; he also happens to be the author of Return of the Osprey
(2001) and The Prophet of Dry Hill (2005). This is a thoughtful and loving examination of these
beautiful creatures. George CohenCopyright © American Library Association. All rights reserved
--This text refers to an out of print or unavailable edition of this title.ReviewFrom the tidal
marshes of Cape Cod to jungle lakes in Venezuela, David Gessner lets nothing—not language
barriers, not empty pockets, not steely-eyed Cuban bureaucrats or American embargoes—stop
him from following the migration of the osprey. Just reckless enough to be lucky, Gessner wins
over everyone he meets—and he'll win you over, too. Soaring with Fidel has wings.—Scott
Weidensaul, author of Living on the Wind"Because of its robust passion and focus, Soaring with
Fidel would have probably been a favorite of Teddy Roosevelt’s. It’s Gessner’s finest book,
unpredictable in the best way, and funny, too; an adventure book and much more—a book of
contact, written by a writer who quickly becomes an audible and visible presence. Soaring with
Fidel demonstrates that you can ‘pick up one thing and find the rest of the world hitched to it.’ If
you’ve experienced a passion that you failed to follow—or that you did follow—then this is your
book."—Clyde Edgerton, author of Solo"Exhilarating, hilarious, tender, this is David Gessner at
his best. Call it whatever you want—osprey lust, wanderlust, migratory unrest—but when
Gessner decides to follow the birds he loves over thousands of miles of mountain, swamp, and
sea, we all benefit."—James Campbell, author of The Final Frontiersman"Equal doses of Jack
Kerouac and Roger Tory Peterson promise to enshrine Soaring with Fidel in the pantheon of
great travel writing and natural history."—Keith L. Bildstein, author of Migrating Raptors of the
World"Soaring with Fidel is a grand and cheering journey on the wings of one of nature's most
sociable predators. It's impossible to watch an osprey hovering above a crystal calm bay and not
envy the great bird's freedom. Now, thanks to David Gessner, we are invited to follow."—Carl
Hiaasen, author of Nature Girl --This text refers to an out of print or unavailable edition of this
title.About the AuthorDavid Gessner is the author of several books, including most recently Sick
of Nature. His Return of the Osprey was chosen by the Boston Globe as one of the top ten
nonfiction books of the year. Gessner is currently the editor of Ecotone, a literary journal, and
teaches at the University of North Carolina at Wilmington. He lives in Wrightsville Beach, North
Carolina, with his wife and daughter. --This text refers to an out of print or unavailable edition of
this title.ReviewGessner's travels are filled with small delights . . . As he stands on a rock above
Cuba's Sierra Maestra, watching ospreys rocket past, we wish we could be up there beside him,
binoculars in one hand, a cold beer in the other.—George Black, OnEarth"Soaring with Fidel is a
grand and cheering journey on the wings of one of nature's most sociable predators."—Carl
Hiassen, author of Nature Girl"From the tidal marshes of Cape Cod to jungle lakes in Venezuela,
David Gessner lets nothing—not language barriers, not empty pockets, not steely-eyed Cuban
bureaucrats or American embargoes—stop him from following the migration of the osprey. Just
reckless enough to be lucky, Gessner wins over everyone he meets. Soaring with Fidel has
wings."—Scott Weidensaul, author of Living on the Wind"Because of its robust passion and



focus, Soaring with Fidel would have probably been a favorite of Teddy Roosevelt’s. It’s
Gessner’s finest book, unpredictable in the best way, and funny, too; an adventure book and
much more—a book of contact written by a writer who quickly becomes an audible and visible
presence. Soaring with Fidel demonstrates that you can ‘pick up one thing and find the rest of
the world hitched to it.’ If you’ve experienced a passion that you failed to follow—or that you did
follow—then this is your book."—Clyde Edgerton, author of Solo"Exhilarating, hilarious, tender,
this is David Gessner at his best. Call it whatever you want—osprey lust, wanderlust, migratory
unrest—but when Gessner decides to follow the birds he loves from Cape Cod to Cuba to
Venezuela and back north, over thousands of miles of mountain, swamp, and sea, we all
benefit."—James Campbell, author of The Final Frontiersman"Equal doses of Jack Kerouac and
Roger Tory Peterson promise to enshrine Soaring with Fidel in the pantheon of great travel
writing and natural history."—Keith L. Bildstein, author of Migrating Raptors of the
World"Gessner seldom sets out deliberately to be funny, as Bill Bryson does, but his deadpan,
self-deprecating humor ("I had vast experience in not seeing birds") makes him an ideal traveling
companion and guide. Soaring With Fidel lets you hover for a while in the thermals of fine
language, seeing the same old world from a fresh and invigorating altitude."—Wilmington (NC)
Morning Star News"David Gessner, author of Soaring With Fidel, said, 'There will be a huge hole
in the Cape literary community. I have done a brunch for every one of my books and had planned
on doing them for each future book. Each time Jack and Bess made it a personal celebration. It
was a great way to interact with Cape people, and Cabbages and Kings will be deeply
missed.'"—Shelf Awareness"This probing investigation of the migratory flight of the osprey
embraced several unexpectedly, exciting adventures . . . I found Gessner’s book a most
interesting read."—NH Union Leader"This is a thoughtful and loving examination."—
Booklist"Gessner’s account is filled with nitty-gritty details about the days and nights of an
itinerant birder and beautifully detailed descriptions of ospreys in action. When actual
observations were not possible, he imagined what the ospreys were doing and writes
intelligently…A grand adventure, not just for birders and nature lovers."—Kirkus"Hunter
Tompson gone birding, pen in hand." —Hartford Courant --This text refers to an alternate
kindle_edition edition.Read more
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BUCKET TO GREECE~ Collection ~Volumes 4 to 6A Comical Living Abroad AdventureV.D.
BUCKETCopyright © 2020 V.D. BucketAll rights reserved.No part of this publication may be
reproduced, distributed, or transmitted in any form or by any means, including photocopying,
recording, or other electronic or mechanical methods, without the prior written permission of the
publisher, except in the case of brief quotations embodied in critical reviews and certain other
noncommercial uses permitted by copyright law.All names have been changed to spare my wife
embarrassment.Editor: James ScraperCover: German CreativeInterior Format:Other Books in
the Bucket to Greece SeriesWhat Readers are Saying…“I would recommend this series of
books to anyone and everyone that likes intelligent humor!! Such a delightful departure from the
cookie cutter crap! If I don't encounter Volume 5 soon, I'm gonna be so upset!”~ Ebook Library
Review for Volume 4“I love the people, the place, the food and best of all the self effacing
narrative.”~ Ebook Library Review for Volume 4“The Bucket series was like opening a window to
a breeze. Awaiting the next time. 10 stars.”~ Ebook Library Review for Volume 5“Well written,
funny and very enjoyable.”~ Ebook Library Review for Volume 5“The continuing tale of Mr and
Mrs Bucket's upsticking saga to rural Greece is a joy to read.”~ Ebook Library Review for Volume
6“I've loved all of VD Buckets Greek books. They’re gentle, humorous, easily read stories. His
style of writing is wonderful. Can't wait until the next one!~ Ebook Library Review for Volume
6Table of ContentsBUCKET TO GREECE~ Volume 4 ~Chapter 1An Overstayed
WelcomeChapter 2Under the InfluenceChapter 3Barry’s Heartfelt Case of KefiChapter 4Ripe for
a Second ScamChapter 5Faffing AboutChapter 6Cheese Pies all RoundChapter 7Not Quite a
FlopChapter 8Searching for the Senior EscapeeChapter 9Doreen is Culinary
ChallengedChapter 10Dinner Table ObsessionsChapter 11A Fearsome ObstructionChapter
12The End of an Orange EraChapter 13Crewing the Pleasure BoatChapter 14Turning Ouzo into
WaterChapter 15Wondrous DelightChapter 16Swimming with WatermelonsChapter 17Tesco
PicklesChapter 18The Return of the SheepChapter 19Spiros Walks on WaterChapter
20Imported SpamChapter 21Cut to the QuickChapter 22Wracked with GuiltChapter 23Better
Preserved than VictorChapter 24Sweet ChickenChapter 25A Nasty Case of Leather
JacketChapter 26Walk, Talk and TasteChapter 27Toasting the FutureBUCKET TO GREECE~
Volume 5 ~Chapter 1A Delayed FlightChapter 2Smuggling LardChapter 3Sensitive
PeasChapter 4No Siren TemptressChapter 5Sweet Way to go Gay!Chapter 6The Honey
ManChapter 7A Rather Constipated LunchChapter 8A Suspicious Corridor LurkerChapter
9Avoiding the Stomach PumpChapter 10Dining out on WeedsChapter 11A Neapolitan
ScoopChapter 12Going Round in CirclesChapter 13A Dolphin in the Ship CanalChapter 14After
a TanChapter 15A Picnic on PegasusChapter 16Victor Pens his SpeechChapter 17A Naïve and
Gullible FoolChapter 18A Rabies ShotChapter 19Back to his Old TricksChapter 20Victor Stands
on his DignityChapter 21A Testing RequestChapter 22A Last Minute Dash to the
WeddingChapter 23Snaring the MayorChapter 24Here Comes the BrideChapter 25One for the



AlbumChapter 26Canapé ConfusionChapter 27Woman’s WorkChapter 28Dancing the
TsamikoChapter 29The Wrong End of the StickBUCKET TO GREECE~ Volume 6 ~Chapter 1A
Place to EscapeChapter 2Psarosoupa with a French TwistChapter 3Milton has MailChapter
4More Handsome than the Prime MinisterChapter 5Spiros is GlumChapter 6Stomping the
GrapesChapter 7A Football FlutterChapter 8A Garden IntruderChapter 9A Rather Disturbing
CallChapter 10Loosely Related StrangersChapter 11A Brief Brush with the LawChapter
12Tickled PinkChapter 13Stepping Back in TimeChapter 14Caught on CameraChapter 15All
the Latest FashionsChapter 16Let them Eat SoupChapter 17Victor Loses his TemperChapter
18Buttering Up with BaconChapter 19A Convenient ScapegoatChapter 20Macaroni and
MeatballsChapter 21A Seat on the BoardChapter 22Painful PeelingChapter 23Flat OutChapter
24Authentically GreekChapter 25Salvaged from the BinsChapter 26Finding Common
GroundChapter 27A Blissful SoakA Note from VictorBUCKETTOGREECE~ Volume 4 ~Chapter
1An Overstayed Welcome“Ouzo, Raki, Mythos,” I counted aloud, attempting to identify the tail
end of a scruffy orange specimen grubbing around in the dirt, straining to peck at some green
beans growing too close to the netting.“I don’t mind if I do, make mine a Mythos,” Barry said
cheerily, joining me at the bottom of the garden and swatting away a pesky mosquito. Closing his
eyes Barry inhaled the fragrant air, redolent with the heady scent of rosemary and thyme. “That’s
better than filling my lungs with sawdust; it’s dusty work over in Nektar.”“I’m trying to do a chicken
count. Marigold’s only gone and named our feathered friends after popular drinks, but it’s just
confusing things. Ouzo is the spitting image of Mavrodaphni so I may have counted her twice,” I
clarified. “I’m sure we’re missing another one.”“You think a fox has got in?” Barry asked, scanning
the netting for signs of forced entry.“There’s no feathery evidence.” I recalled the splattered mess
I’d confronted the last time a fox created havoc in the chicken run. “The missing one may simply
have taken refuge inside the hen house if Cynthia’s mutant cat has been on the prowl again. I
swear the foul creature takes an unnatural feline delight in tormenting the livestock.”Biting his
bottom lip and rolling his eyes, Barry offered an apology. “I’m sorry about the cat, but I couldn’t
expect Cynthia to abandon the thing, she’s very fond of it for some inexplicable reason.”“Tell that
to Marigold, she’s not happy that she’s had to lock Clawsome and Catastrophe away in my study
to spare them from the ardent advances of Cynthia’s deviant tom,” I groaned, thinking how
absurd it was that we were actually giving houseroom to the loathed feline.“But you’ve had them
seen to, it’s not as though Kouneli’s attentions are going to result in another litter of kittens,” Barry
argued.“That’s hardly the point Barry, his attentions are obviously unwanted. The persistent
purrvert has an uncouth approach to courting that leaves Marigold’s imports cowering, they are
delicate creatures after all,” I protested.“I know,” Barry conceded. “I’m sorry to put you in this
position Victor, I really must find somewhere else for us to live pretty sharpish. You can cut the
tension between Cynthia and Marigold with a knife up in the kitchen, though they make the
pretence that everything is hunky-dory. If things go on like this we may not even make it to the
wedding.”I nodded in agreement, ruminating over our current dilemma. After just two weeks of
living under the same roof, Marigold and Cynthia were so icily polite to each other that the



temperate in their presence plummeted to freezing despite the July heat. Barry had finally ‘up-
sticked’ to Meli the previous month, moving in with his fiancée Cynthia and enthusiastically
throwing himself into building work with his new business partner Vangelis, the local
builder.Barry and Cynthia had only been ensconced in her cosy love nest for a week when the
landlady gave notice they must quit the rented house by the end of the month. By the time Stan
rolled up in the removal van crammed with all Barry’s worldly belongings there was no point in
unpacking; instead his stuff was now gathering dust, stashed away in our downstairs storage
space. Naturally Marigold insisted Barry and Cynthia must move in with us if they hadn’t found
another place by eviction day, not an easy task since the long hours they were both putting in
prior to the wedding left little free time for house hunting, hence their current presence in our
spare bedroom.“I don’t really get it,” Barry said. “We all get along fine, but there’s a definite
atmosphere.”“Women can get very territorial in the kitchen,” I reasoned.“Aye, that’ll be it,” Barry
agreed.“Have you given any more thought to buying Harold’s place?” I asked.“I had a tentative
word yesterday, but the obnoxious oik isn’t prepared to budge on the price, and I’m not willing to
pay the full whack when it will cost a small fortune to rip out all his hideous modern
improvements and replace them with traditional features,” Barry said.“There must be a way to
handle Harold, after all we both know he’s desperate to sell up and move back to old Blighty,” I
replied, pondering a way to get one over on the vile ex-pat during negotiations. In the
circumstances I was beginning to regret being so vocally condescending about the ghastly
purple shag-pile, at least to Harold’s face.To Barry’s dismay his intended had been adamant
there was no way she was prepared to make her home in our downstairs storage. She gave
short shrift to his sketches showing how the space could be converted into a delightful abode;
putting her foot down she’d told him the wedding was off if he seriously expected her to live
underneath his sister and share a garden with her prospective in-laws. Now, after two weeks of
suffering Cynthia under our roof, I had to concede she had a valid point about the perils of in-
laws living in such close proximity.Surprisingly it was Cynthia who first mooted the suggestion of
buying Harold’s house, with the proviso the swimming pool she disapproved of was turned into
some kind of weed infested ecological pond with floating lily pads. Her idea had legs; with a bit
of imagination Harold’s house represented a prize piece of village square real-estate and was
certainly habitable enough to live in whilst Barry ripped out the modern touches and restored it
to its traditional glory. The newly engaged couple duly viewed the property; Cynthia, like
Marigold, certainly had the imagination to see past all Harold and Joan’s clutter, though she was
amazed how much junk they’d managed to amass in their almost four years in Greece. Only
Harold’s stubborn reluctance to deal with Barry put a spanner in the works, a reluctance no
doubt driven by Barry’s hitherto undisguised contempt for the loathed British neighbour.“Victor,
I’ve brought you some repellent to rub on your exposed bits, you know how the mossies like to
feast on you at this time of day,” Marigold called out, crinkling her nose in obvious disgust as she
got a whiff of the smell emanating from the chicken coop. Guzim had been a tad remiss lately in
collecting the droppings to flog as compost; I would need to have words with the Albanian shed



dweller.“I’ve told Victor he should try vinegar, all the old dears in the village recommend it and I
find it works a treat,” Barry suggested.“I had quite enough of going around smelling like a chip
shop when I cheffed in the taverna,” I retorted.“Well I brought you a cold beer Barry, not vinegar,
though I have to say a sprinkling of vinegar may improve the smell of the chickens,” Marigold
chuckled, passing her brother a bottle of cold Mythos and thrusting an unwelcome jar of Marmite
into my hand. “I have some juicy gossip.”“Juicy gossip, do spill the beans,” I encouraged.“Well
apparently Harold was done again last night for drunk driving, word is he’s lost his licence for six
months this time on top of the hefty fine,” Marigold revealed.“About time, he’s a liability on the
road,” I said with untrammelled delight. “How did you hear about it?”“I was out on the balcony
and heard Harold and Joan tearing two bells out of one another on the street below, so vulgar. I
think they must have walked back to the village, Joan was carrying her heels and Harold looked
so disreputable I’m sure he must have spent another night in the cells,” Marigold said gleefully.
Before heading back to the kitchen she cast a contemplative eye over Raki as though sizing the
chicken up for the cooking pot.“We should strike while the iron’s hot,” Barry suggested.“Well I’m
not wringing its neck,” I said adamantly.“I thought we could start off with a bit of negotiation,
rather than violence,” Barry said.“Oh, you mean Harold,” I said, realising we had been speaking
at cross purposes. “I’m definitely up for a bit of negotiating this evening. If we can handle him
right the house could be yours for a handsome discount, there’s no way Harold will be able to
tolerate living in Meli another minute with no way of getting to the bars on the coast.”“And a cash
back-hander may come in handy for the fine he’s just been landed with. Perhaps we should arm
ourselves with some Mythos and get him plastered,” Barry suggested.“First lubricate our prey,
butter him up by sympathising with his predicament, and then move in for the kill by taking
advantage of the drunken sap, I like it,” I said.“Let’s pop over right now, before dinner. If it goes
our way we can hopefully present the ladies with a fait accompli before they kill one another,”
Barry said.“Sounds like a plan Barry. By the way it’s good to see how committed you are to
improving your Greek language skills.”Furrowing his brow Barry asked, “Ti?” What?“Fait
accompli. It’s the same in Greek,” I assured Barry.“I suppose you’ve added it to your list of
memorised Greek words,” my brother-in-law laughed, aware of my proclivity for expanding my
Greek vocabulary base with words that were conveniently the same in translation.“Come on,
let’s head off to Harold’s place, we can stop on the way and stock up on beer at the shop,” I
urged.“We may achieve the desired result a bit quicker if we oil the wheels, so to speak, with that
bottle of excellent Grouse in your kitchen,” Barry proposed.Turning towards the house we were
distracted by the sight of Guzim’s pet rabbit and floppy-eared bed fellow bolting across the
garden at a reckless speed. Cynthia’s mutant cat chased after in hot pursuit, with Guzim hot on
the heels of the predatory feline. The Albanian hurled himself on the ground, seizing hold of
Kouneli’s tail triumphantly. Spitting on the cat he unleashed a torrent of gutturally accented
expletives. Clawing its captor, the cat broke free from Guzim’s grasp; having lost sight of the
rabbit it turned its malicious attentions on my chicken coop.“Diavolos gata,” Guzim shouted. He’d
get no argument from me since I was in total agreement that Cynthia’s cherished pet was indeed



the devil cat. Guzim launched into a long and passionate tirade, speaking so quickly I only
managed to recognise every third word. At Guzim’s sudden reference to Fatos Nano I made an
educated guess that he was claiming it was as unnatural for the cat to want to mate with the
rabbit as it was for me to be so infatuated with the handsomeness of the Albanian prime
minister; Guzim never seemed to tire of bringing the subject up. If pressed to translate the rest of
his outburst I’d hazard a guess that Guzim was venting the opinion that Cynthia’s cat had
outstayed its welcome. I empathised; all too aware that Marigold considered Cynthia too had
outstayed her welcome, though my wife would never resort to such colourful language and
would simply soldier on through the icy atmosphere with a stiff upper lip, rather than risk
offending Barry.With Barry’s nuptials hanging in the balance the urgency of the situation was
apparent. The sooner Barry and I could get Harold inebriated enough to sign away his house for
a much reduced price, the sooner normality would be restored to the Bucket household.Chapter
2Under the InfluenceBarry and I strolled across the village square, the leafy plane trees offering
welcome shade from the still hot sun. Marigold and Cynthia had declined to join us, saying it was
too much to expect them to stomach Harold just before dinner, Cynthia trusting us to barter a
deal. “Remember he’s had no luck schmoozing potential house buyers so don’t be stingy
pouring the scotch,” Marigold had reminded us as she waved us off.“It’s a crying shame to waste
such expensive scotch on Harold,” I lamented to Barry, convinced the bottle of methylated spirits
I kept under the kitchen sink would serve the same purpose as whisky, Harold being such a
boorish ignoramus. “I just hope we can pull this off. The wedding is in less than two weeks and
we’ve already got a houseful of guests flying over.”“I don’t suppose you could persuade Violet
Burke to bed down in the stone shed with Guzim,” Barry joked.“As irritating as Guzim can be, I
still wouldn’t inflict my mother on him,” I replied. A sudden thought occurred to me; if Barry and
Cynthia were still in residence when our overseas guests arrived perhaps I could persuade
Guzim to give up his hovel as the honeymoon suite since we didn’t have enough bedrooms to
accommodate Benjamin and Adam, and Violet Burke, on top of Barry and Cynthia.
Unfortunately I realised there was no way Cynthia would go for it even if Guzim was bribable, she
didn’t strike me as the type to tolerate showering under an outdoor hosepipe.“Well here we are,
I’ll jiggle the bottle around as an incentive for him to let us in,” Barry said, raising the Union Jack
embellished knocker on Harold’s front door. “I’ll definitely be binning this knocker if he accepts
my offer, talk about crass.”Following a lengthy wait Harold thrust the door open, clearly annoyed
by the disturbance. Averting my eyes from the grotesque sight of the diminutive and rotund Brit
squashed into too tight budgie smugglers, I stared in fascination at the droplets of water dripping
over his beer belly; it appeared we had disturbed Harold’s pool time.“This isn’t a very convenient
time to just turn up, Joan’s in the middle of cooking our dinner,” Harold said, folding his arms in
an unwelcoming pose as we recoiled from the stench of his beery breath.“We won’t take up too
much of your time, but we’d like to seriously discuss the sale of the house – perhaps over a glass
of this excellent Grouse,” I replied, Barry waving the bottle and nodding enthusiastically by my
side.“Grouse you say, you’d best come through. Wipe your feet, I don’t want any village muck



getting on the shag-pile,” Harold invited. Our reluctant host led us through to the pool area,
pausing in the kitchen to retrieve some glasses for the Grouse, cheering up considerably when
we protested we’d be content with beer. “Put the dinner on hold for now, these two gents are
here to discuss business,” Harold instructed his wife, sliding his arms into a gaudy Hawaiian shirt
that strained to cover most of his gut.Joan’s bat wings visibly wobbled as she hovered over the
stove stirring the contents of a pan. A dribble of tomato sauce oozing from one of two open tins
of Heinz baked beans complemented Joan’s peeling red skin, of which there was far too much
on display, bulging from the sheer wrap she’d thrown over her age inappropriate bathing suit.
The discarded tins indicated dinner wouldn’t spoil by the wait.“Are you here about the house?”
Joan asked.Replying in the affirmative we intercepted Harold mouthing to his wife to “tidy
upstairs” whilst she clearly mouthed back “make sure you sell it.”Out on the patio Barry poured
Harold a very generous measure of my Famous Grouse. Not wishing to overplay our hand we
perched on a couple of damp sun loungers in contemplative silence, waiting for the whisky to
mellow Harold’s mood before getting down to business. The sound of Joan pushing a vacuum
cleaner around upstairs soon drowned out the trilling song of the cicadas in the nearby olive
groves.“We gather you’ve had a bit of a run-in with the local Greek constabulary, bad luck,” Barry
commenced.“Load of jobsworths out to fill their own coffers, it’s not as if they don’t enjoy the odd
tipple on duty,” Harold growled. “Six bloody months I’ve been banned for, six months with no
wheels to escape this godforsaken dump. I tell you we have to get out of here; if you’ve come to
make a serious offer on the house you can have it. Joan’s threatening to divorce me and go back
to England on her lonesome if I don’t get a buyer, she can’t stand this bloody greasy country.”I
caught Barry’s eye; things were moving along in his favour much quicker than we’d
anticipated.“But if I come down in price it’s on condition of a quick sale, we don’t want to be
stuck here while you faff about with long drawn-out contracts, we want out as fast as possible.
Joan’s counting the hours down till we can be back in old Blighty and away from this cat infested
dump,” Harold continued.“That suits me, we’d like to move quickly too,” Barry said, his knuckles
white with tension as he restrained himself from throwing a punch; although a newcomer to Meli,
Barry was already a staunch defender of the village.Having put in a quick call to Spiros to
discuss the necessary procedures and legalities of the sale before coming over, I was aware that
contracts could be completed in a mere matter of days through the notary and lawyer we had
previously used. Since Barry had the cash sitting in the bank there were no pesky hold ups to
delay the sale.“The price will include the carpets and curtains. Will you be wanting the furniture
too?” Harold asked.“No, we’ll get new stuff out here, in fact you can take the carpets and curtains
as well, best to have the place empty ready for the building work,” Barry replied.My heart sank.
Harold hadn’t downed enough of the Grouse yet to immune him from taking offence at Barry’s
words.“What building work, have you any idea what we’ve had done to the place? This house
needed a heck of a lot of work doing to drag it into the twenty-first century, but now we’ve
knocked it into top-notch shape. Why would you want to go messing with it?” Harold shouted, his
unshaven face puce with fury.“Barry didn’t mean to imply it needed major changes, just a few



tweaks to keep Cynthia happy,” I hastily interjected, relieved to see Harold’s temper abate as
quickly as it had flared.“I get you Vic, bloody women, Joan was just the same, had to have that
ruddy kitchen imported from England and you wouldn’t believe how many colour samples of
shag-pile she went through before agreeing with me that purple was perfect. I told her purple all
along, but would she listen? Women,” Harold scoffed.“Well it was certainly worth importing the
kitchen,” I said honestly, acknowledging the kitchen was top quality though in need of
disinfecting. “But I think Cynthia’s allergic to nylon shag-pile, isn’t she Barry, so you might as well
ship the carpet back to England with you.”Having caught my drift, Barry improvised, “Nylon shag-
pile brings her out in a terrible rash.”“But its best quality nylon,” Harold spluttered incredulously,
pouring himself another generous measure of Grouse before suggesting, “If the carpet goes
you’ll be left with nowt but freezing cold tiles.”“I thought you’d ripped all the tiles out when you
laid the carpet,” I said.“Only upstairs, the horrible things are still underneath the lounge carpet,
see…” Harold invited, walking into the living room and prising a corner of the carpet loose to
reveal spectacular mosaic flooring.“Horrible,” Barry cannily agreed. “But at least they won’t have
Cynthia scratching as though she’s bedded down with fleas.”My attention was immediately
riveted on the single shelf of books next to the massive flat screen television, though credit must
go to Cynthia for the advance warning that Harold was a literary poseur, boasting a collection of
classic leather-bound faux books.“Ah, I see you are a fellow fan of Tobias Smollet,” I said,
reaching for the imitation copy of Roderick Random.“Best not to touch it, Joan’s only just dusted
and fingerprints play havoc on the leather,” Harold interjected, steering me firmly away from the
bookshelf before I could expose his fake literary pretensions. “Do you want to give the rest of the
place another once over, see if there’s anything you want leaving before we get down to the
brass tacks of money? It seems daft shipping the bed all the way back to England when you’ll be
needing something to sleep on.”Whilst Harold stepped back on the patio to top up his glass,
Barry rolled his eyes at me. I caught his drift; the thought of sleeping in the same bed that Harold
and Joan had occupied was too gross to contemplate.Evaluating upstairs with a critical eye I
realised Barry would have his work cut out removing the large picture windows and replacing
them with traditional Greek style apertures and wooden shutters. Harold insisted they would
leave the curtains; Barry didn’t bother to object, whispering to me that they were large enough
for him to make use of as dust sheets in his building work. Walking into the bathroom we
struggled to maintain our composure at the sight of the soggy shag-pile rising from the floor to
frame one side of the gargantuan bath tub.“You’ll easily fit the pair of you in that,” Harold
chuckled. “There’s plenty of room for a good splash, isn’t there Joan?”Addressing Barry directly
the blushing Joan interjected, “He means you and Cynthia, not you and Vic.” Without another
word she hastily tidied the toilet roll away under a grotesque knitted doll sporting a crocheted
crinoline in a vibrant orange that clashed with the shag-pile.“Cynthia will love it,” Barry lied. He’d
endured enough of his fiancées lectures on the impending world water shortage to know she’d
want the tub ripped out and replaced with a shower. If I could only dispel the mental image of
Harold and Joan cavorting in the tub I’d be up for persuading Barry to uproot it to my garden. I



did miss an occasional soak and an outside bath could be conveniently filled by sticking a
hosepipe onto the hot water tap in the kitchen and angling it out of the window. I pondered if a
good going over with Vim would be enough to erase all traces of its former occupants or if the
grotesque images would still linger to haunt any luxuriant bubble baths.“Of course you’ll be
needing the satellite dish or you’ll be stuck with nowt but dismal Greek telly,” Harold opined as
we stared at the monstrous dish; bracketed to the outside wall it obscured half the view of the
village square from the bedroom window. Barry bit his lip rather than respond. Fortunately Spiros
was keen to get his hands on the humongous digital receiver to install at his uncle’s house as a
treat for Sampaguita; she was missing her favourite Filipino television programmes.Joan was
obviously responsible for the bedroom décor; purple satin sheets adorned the bed, festooned
with naff matching His and Her embroidered pillow slips. Even the bedside lamps featured
gloomy purple tasselled shades. Pressing my fingers against my forehead I attempted to
massage away the first pulsating throb of a headache brought on by a violent overdose of
purple. For some reason it struck me that the whole bedroom set up had the air of a funeral
parlour; the particular hue of the sheets reminding me of the coffin lining when we buried
Marigold’s Aunty Beryl.By the time we returned to the patio Harold was conveniently inebriated
enough to shake hands on a price that was considerably lower than his initial demands. With the
deal shaken on I edged the remainder of the Grouse out of sight, reminding Harold he would
need to be up bright, early and sober for our trip to the lawyer’s office the next morning.During
my earlier call with Spiros we had arranged to waste no time driving up to town to sign the
contract if a price was agreed on, Spiros once again volunteering to guide us through the
complexities of Greek bureaucracy. Spiros had drawn the line at letting the despised Harold into
the hearse unless he was occupying the back seat coffin, so Barry and I would be stuck with
Harold in the Punto, meeting Spiros there.Chapter 3Barry’s Heartfelt Case of KefiThe
atmosphere was decidedly tense when we returned home, a sullen scowl plastered on
Marigold’s face as she silently attacked the iron soleplate with a wire scourer. Cynthia, shrouded
in guilt, furiously scrubbed away at her orange repping shirt with a washing up sponge, a most
unhygienic practice which would necessitate me binning the sponge. Holding the top up to the
light revealed the scorched outline of the iron, still clearly visible on the gaudy polyester. Sizing
up the situation I advised Marigold to use diluted bicarbonate of soda on the iron and
recommended Cynthia bin the shirt as beyond salvageable.“But I need it for tomorrow’s guided
tour,” Cynthia protested.“You may borrow mine if you keep it away from the iron,” I offered. “If you
rinse it out after your shift it will drip dry before I need it for the lazy day cruise.”“Never mind that,
how did you get on?” Marigold demanded; her annoyance at the tribulations of sharing a
household with her soon to be sister-in-law outweighed by the hope that Barry had secured the
property.“We got it,” Barry shouted, picking Cynthia up and swirling her around until she became
quite giddy. “Once Harold was oiled up with whisky he agreed to knock down the price.”“Harold’s
latest run-in with the police was the final straw,” I added. “He didn’t take much persuasion.”“Plus
Joan threatening to return to England without him had rather taken the wind out of his sails,”



Barry said.“That’s wonderful news,” Marigold and Cynthia said in unison, the atmosphere
between them visibly lifting now there was light at the end of the house sharing tunnel.“How
soon will you be able to move in?” Marigold asked, making no attempt to mask her eagerness to
be rid of Cynthia.“We’re sorting the legalities out tomorrow in town, so we should be out of your
hair pretty soon,” Barry replied. “Once they move out there’s no reason why we can’t move
straight in. I’m sure we can put up with their execrable décor until it’s changed, though we’ll
probably need access to your bathroom when I get round to fitting a new one.”Before I could
claim first dibs on the bathtub Marigold interrupted. “Getting rid of that oversized bath is a must,
it’s so tacky. It struck me as the kind of prop that would feature in smutty movies.”“I hardly think
Harold and Joan wallowing round in their bathtub would appeal to the dirty mac brigade,” I
chortled, wondering if my wife’s rather bizarre comment had been triggered by a secret perusal
of Milton’s manuscript.“I hope you didn’t get Harold so sozzled that he’ll try to back out when he
sobers up,” Cynthia said.“Don’t worry, he’s desperate to sell. We’ll chuck him in the back of the
Punto in the morning and deliver him straight to the lawyer’s office,” Barry assured her.“I can
hardly believe it, we’ll be able to start our married life in a place of our very own, Barry,” Cynthia
gushed.“Well it will take a while before we get the place as we want it,” Barry reminded her.“Time
allowing, you can count on me to help out with any DIY,” I offered.“Thanks Victor,” Barry snorted,
pointedly not taking me up on my offer.“This calls for a celebration,” Marigold decided.“The
taverna,” I suggested.Arriving at the taverna we stepped inside to exchange greetings with Dina
before selecting a table in the outside dining area farthest away from Nikos’ barbecue; a
necessary precaution to avoid being enveloped in clouds of smoke. Nikos had made little effort
to beautify the outside space, the plastic tables and chairs looking as though they’d been
randomly discarded on the concrete. Well-thumbed copies of To Vima littered the tables
alongside empty water bottles Nikos hadn’t bothered to bin. Nevertheless the stunning views
towards the sea on the horizon captivated our attention and the evening air was heady with the
scent of fresh basil plants flourishing in old olive oil tins.Dislodging a couple of snoozing strays
from the chairs, we took our seats. I reflected that things were working out well. With Barry and
Cynthia ensconced in their own place before the wedding we wouldn’t need to play musical
bedrooms when the family arrived from England. Putting up with Harold the next day was a small
price to pay to restore domestic harmony, though it would mean delaying my intended visit to the
dimarcheio to proffer my advice to the mayor on local issues.Realising how engaged many of my
neighbours were with local politics I was determined to add my own voice to the mix, compiling a
list of burning issues to bring to the attention of the authorities. I was certain they would be
clamouring to capitalise on my wealth of experience, particularly when it came to implementing
my ideas regarding innovative sanitary measures for rubbish disposal in the village. The public
bins could be a real eye-sore and the fetid stench they disgorged in the summer heat could be
assuaged by incorporating a more fastidious approach to disinfecting. Once the mayor
familiarised himself with my hygiene credentials he would be sure to realise what an asset I
could be. I made a mental note to plump Spiros for insider info on the political leanings of the



local council members during our rendezvous in town the next day.Nikos came over to greet us,
grumbling it was too early to light the grill. Dumping a plastic bottle of spitiko wine on the table he
asked if I wanted to confirm the booking to hold the wedding reception in the taverna. Cynthia
fired a ‘don’t you dare’ withering look in my direction, having obviously picked up pointers from
Marigold during her stay. Fortunately Nikos was distracted by the arrival of other customers
before I could reply. It struck me as odd that the elderly local gents who turned up chose to dine
inside the taverna, rather than outside, the stultifying heat inside being quite unbearable at this
time of year.Conversation turned to the choice of venue for the wedding reception. My generous
offer to foot the bill for Barry and Cynthia’s reception if they held it in the taverna had been
graciously received by my brother-in-law, until his intended put her foot down. Since I had no
intention of paying for her apparent preference for some version of overpriced fine Greek dining
down on the coast, the choice of venue remained unresolved.“Come on Cyn, you have to make
a decision,” Barry urged once Nikos was out of earshot. “It makes sense to have the reception in
our local and it will be much more convenient for our guests. And we won’t get better chips
anywhere else.”“I’ve nothing against having it here, but my parents are flying over for the
wedding and mother can be a bit of a snob. She had a fit when I mentioned we were considering
a menu of lamb and fried potatoes, saying chips aren’t highfalutin enough for a wedding
breakfast and she’d rather we went the canapé route,” Cynthia said meekly, avoiding my eye. I
considered her mother’s interference a bit of a cheek since there had been no mention of her
footing the bill.“Did you tell her that Nikos cooks the best food in the Mani and that some of our
guests wouldn’t know what to do with a canapé?” Barry protested. He made a fair point; even if
Panos put on a suit for the wedding he’d still likely pair it with wellies. I could well imagine Kyria
Maria’s approach to canapés, guzzling anything that took her fancy and dumping anything that
didn’t appeal back on the platter after a good fingering.“I doubt any of the restaurants down on
the coast are experienced in preparing canapés, they aren’t really a thing over here,” Marigold
pointed out. The coastal tavernas may be a tad more upmarket than our local but they are hardly
the Ritz, specialising in good home cooking rather than fancy nouvelle cuisine knocked out by a
chef.“I know, but mother is disappointed enough that I’m not having a big church wedding in
England. My parents have never been abroad before and they may disapprove of this place as
being a bit spit and sawdust,” Cynthia admitted.“They’ve never been abroad, that’s most unusual
these days,” I remarked.“Mother has a morbid fear of flying,” Cynthia confessed.“Well it’s your
wedding, you must make the decision,” Marigold said magnanimously, before adding “but I know
that Barry’s preference is to hold the reception here and it is his wedding too.”“I’m sure Dina can
be persuaded to give the toilet a good scrubbing before the big day and cheer the place up with
a bit of bunting and some balloons,” I suggested.“Hmmm, it’s just that mother can be a bit of a
snob,” Cynthia reiterated. “I can just picture her looking down her nose at everything.”“I hope that
doesn’t include me,” Barry joked whilst Cynthia pointedly avoided his eye. Considering her lack
of response a slight, I made a mental note to seat her mother next to Violet Burke at the
reception. That should knock any pretension out of her.Barry’s earlier ebullience at securing



them a home was in danger of waning as he mulled over the prospect of being stuck with
possibly insufferable in-laws. Attempting to cheer Barry up, I advised, “We must make
allowances for Cynthia’s mother, don’t forget she’s flying in from the land of keeping up with the
Joneses. Not everyone is used to the simple life we appreciate over here.”“You’ve hit the nail on
the head Victor; I love the laidback way of life in Greece,” Barry said with heartfelt emotion.
Clapping his hands together he successfully splattered a hovering mosquito. “Ever since my first
arrival in Meli I’ve had more appreciation for the simple joys of life. The way the villagers
embraced me, accepting me as one of them, was so welcoming.”I reflected how true his words
were. Whilst Marigold and I were still attempting to find our feet, Barry was being whisked off his
by elderly ladies developing an instant affinity with him. Never had a nasty dose of travel
sickness provoked such instant camaraderie between strangers who couldn’t speak the same
language.Grabbing Cynthia’s hand Barry declared with passion, “Cynthia, our wedding should
be a village celebration, not some show that we put on to impress your mother.”“Bravo Barry,”
Nikos shouted, ambling over with a basket of bread. “You cannot to argue with such the
kefi.”“Kefi?” Cynthia questioned.“It is, how to say in English, the Greek way of embracing the joy
of the life. You are the lucky woman to marry the man with such the kefi, life with him will never
be the dull,” Nikos declared. “You have the wedding party here, we push all the tables together
outside, and, I promise you the canape.”“Let’s do it,” Cynthia relented, a genuine smile on her
face.Leaping up I relieved Eleni of the large bowl of salad, and the olive oil and vinegar she was
carrying to our table. With the baby due next month she didn’t walk so much as waddle.
Burdened by an enormous bump she was obviously uncomfortable in the July heat. Taking a
breather she sank into one of the plastic chairs at a nearby table, using an old copy of Ta Vima to
fan herself vigorously. Wiping the perspiration from her brow she left a visible imprint of smudged
newsprint, raising an eyebrow in approval when Barry generously slathered his forearms with
vinegar to ward off mosquitoes.Dina’s summer salad was exquisite, the sharp tang of onion
perfectly complementing the flavoursome sweet tomatoes, so deliciously ripe we mopped up
every last drop of their juices with crusty bread. Nikos tutted in disapproval when he caught me
picking the leaves from one of his basil plants, the pungent herb a perfect addition to the salad. It
struck him as a strange foreign notion to actually eat the sacred vasilikos. As we tucked into
succulent chicken wings with salted charred skin, Nikos announced he would be throwing fresh
rabbit on the grill the next evening. His words conjured an image of Cynthia’s mutant cat chasing
Guzim’s pet rabbit across my garden and I hoped Doruntina hadn’t somehow ended up on the
menu. There would be hell to pay if we inadvertently ate Guzim’s floppy-eared bed
companion.“I’m afraid we’ll have to give the rabbit a miss, it’s the monthly meeting of the ex-pat
dining club tomorrow,” Marigold said. Aware of her reluctance to chow down on bunnies I thought
she made a great pretence of looking apologetic as she made our excuses to Nikos.“Surely it’s
not time for another get together already,” I complained, cringing inwardly at the thought of
squandering yet another evening in the enforced company of the dining club, invariably
squashed up next to the most tedious man in Meli, Doreen’s husband Norman. “It can’t be a



month since Doreen botched up her evening of fine French dining.”“Doreen knows her French
menu didn’t exactly go to plan which is why she’s insisting on playing hostess again tomorrow,”
Marigold said.“I thought the whole idea was to rotate the cooking each month,” I objected,
thinking it made no sense to give a second chance to Doreen, a woman who obviously
considered a tin opener culinary challenging.“I promised to give her a hand with the cooking,”
Marigold assured me.“After blighting the good name of French cooking, which country’s delights
is she planning to botch this time?” I asked.“I think she settled on Italian. She was considering
serving sushi until I warned her of the dangers of a contagious outbreak of salmonella. You’ll be
pleased to note I heard every word when you were droning on about the hazards of sushi,”
Marigold said, her eyes crinkling with amusement.“That woman certainly has no business
messing about with raw fish, it would only end in disaster,” I said, delighted Marigold had heeded
my warnings. “Who else has she invited?”“We couldn’t get out of it, Doreen was very insistent.
Still I lessened the odds of you being stuck in a cramped corner with Norman by asking Doreen
to include Julie and Frank in the numbers,” Barry piped up, referencing the two Brits who had
purchased a holiday home in the neighbouring village of Nektar. Vangelis and Barry were putting
in long days renovating the house and the new owners had flown out for a few days to check up
on the progress.“So there’ll be the four of us, Doreen and Norman, and Milton and Edna. I’m
looking forward to meeting Julie and Frank,” Marigold said, yet to make the acquaintance of the
keen cycling enthusiasts.“Has Doreen invited Spiros?” I asked.“Victor, it’s the ex-pat dining club,
Spiros is Greek,” Marigold snapped impatiently.“Yes, but he’s dating Sampaguita and she’s an
ex-pat, it would be polite to include them,” I pointed out, thinking the more the numbers were
diluted the less chance I had of being stuck with Norman.“But she’s from the Philippines,”
Cynthia said. “I think the ex-pat dining club is only open to ex-pats.”“Exactly, Sampaguita is an
expatriate from foreign shores. The term, loathsome though I find it, is not limited to foreign
residents of British extraction,” I argued.“What do you find so loathsome about the term ex-pat?”
Cynthia asked me, looking suitably blank when Barry rudely interjected, “Surely you must have
heard Victor’s views on this subject.”“It’s perfectly ghastly; it conjures up images of Brits like
Harold stuffing their faces with all day English breakfasts, swigged down with beer. Personally I
regard myself as a European citizen with Greek residency,” I explained.“But I think technically the
dining club is limited to ex-pat Brits,” Cynthia replied.“Which is most likely why the evenings are
always such a bore, the club needs some new blood. I shall invite Spiros tomorrow, he always
livens up any gathering and he wants to introduce Sampaguita to more new people. I feel terrible
that I haven’t made more effort to meet Sampaguita yet, especially now that she and Spiros are
a bit of an item, but busy schedules and all that,” I replied.“It’s the decent thing to invite them
Victor,” Barry said. “Spiros will be a godsend tomorrow steering us through the complexities of
Greek bureaucracy, and he does worry that Sampaguita will find life a bit dull being stuck in a
small village where most of the residents are pensioned off.”“I wouldn’t be at all surprised if she
gets bored after the bright lights of Athens. Spiros is quite smitten, but he realises there’s more
to courting than taking her to church on Sundays,” I agreed.“Sampaguita is delightful company



and certainly we must include her in our little gathering,” Marigold said hesitantly, a silent ‘but’ on
her lips.“Spit it out Marigold, what’s your reservation,” Barry asked.“I’m just a tad concerned that
Sampaguita may insist on hosting the next gathering and serve up fried grasshoppers,” Marigold
winced.Barry didn’t respond, his attention distracted. Reaching over to Cynthia he ran a hand
through her glossy hair. “Hold still a moment, there’s something in your hair. Ooh yuck, it’s
moving.”Patting her head cautiously Cynthia leapt to her feet, shaking her hair vigorously,
disturbing a few winged black blobs that dropped onto the paper tablecloth.“Good gracious,
they’re everywhere,” Marigold cried, dropping her fork in disgust, the square of cheese she had
forked suddenly a pulsating black mess. Looking down I noticed the ground was carpeted by a
moving mass of insects and I realised we’d been dive-bombed by a colony of flying ants.“It’s a
perfectly natural phenomenon,” Cynthia said, getting a grip since she’d shaken the insects free
from her hair. “It must be the day the ants make their nuptial flight.”“Their nuptial flight?” I queried,
mesmerised by a crumb of bread seemingly levitating its way across the table.“It’s an annual
flight when the ants look for a new home for their colony, they actually mate in flight,” Cynthia
explained. Squashing a flying ant between his finger and thumb Barry laughed “at least this one
died in the throes of happiness.”“Never mind that, we left the windows open at home,” I shouted,
suddenly understanding why the elderly locals had all made a beeline to eat indoors.Chapter
4Ripe for a Second ScamI had an hour to kill before setting off to the lawyer’s office in town with
Barry and Harold. Armed with a jar of my homemade courgette chutney and a pair of overly
plump purple aubergines fresh from the vegetable patch, I called in on Milton and Edna, our
impoverished ex-pat village neighbours. Due to their genteel poverty they are always most
grateful for any surplus largesse from my garden. I find them to be a most tolerable and
thoroughly charming couple, maintaining stiff upper lips despite falling prey to an internet
scammer who shamelessly emptied their bank account by exploiting their sympathies for
destitute orphans.The aubergines were rapturously received, Edna commenting that back in
England they would undoubtedly sweep first place in a village fete. I couldn’t help but notice their
rather less enthusiastic reaction to yet another jar of my courgette chutney; I was beginning to
regret bottling over one hundred jars of the stuff. Completely chutneyned out, Marigold had
banned it from our table, attempting to temper her chutney criticism by saying one could have
way too much of a good thing. I must confess to being heartily sick of the stuff too. It is even
spurned by the less than fussy kitten notorious for its indiscriminate eating habits, the devil
spawn of our imported cat Clawsome and Cynthia’s ugly mutant tom. I made a mental note to
clear out the cupboard and offer the rest of the chutney to Dimitris to feed his pig.“I say, these
are a pair of glossy beauties old chap,” Milton enthused over the aubergines. “I’d grow some
myself if the old hip didn’t prevent me from grubbing down in the dirt.”“Do come in for a coffee,”
Edna urged. My heart sank at the thought of Edna’s insipid coffee, frugally made with one
meagre teaspoon of the cheapest instant rationed between the three of us.“Perhaps Victor
would prefer a cup of Earl Grey,” Milton suggested, whispering out of earshot of his wife, “Don’t
worry, you won’t have to share the teabag.”“A cup of Early Grey would be most welcome,” I said,



crossing my fingers that the teabag wasn’t already onto its third dunking.With Edna busying
herself in the kitchen Milton invited me into the living room, confiding, “We’ve come into a bit of a
windfall, we had a stroke of good luck on the old premium bonds, I’d forgotten all about
them.”“That’s excellent news,” I said, genuinely pleased for them.“Couldn’t have come at a better
time old chap, it means I can afford to go ahead and get the book published.”Milton’s words sent
alarm bells ringing; surely it shouldn’t cost him anything to publish his porn.“So you’ve definitely
secured a publisher for your porn?” I queried.“Erotica old chap, erotica. I took your advice. Edna
typed it all up and I sent it off to a literary agent I found on the internet,” Milton said.“And you’ve
had a response so quickly, I was under the impression that sort of thing tended to drag out and
involved lots of rejection letters,” I said in surprise.“Well it can do, which is why I decided to invest
in the paid services of an agent to read it. You should hear the glowing review she gave
‘Delicious Desire’, she said it positively pulsated with passion. She practically has me convinced
that Scarlett Bottom could be the next Anais Nin, though admittedly the agent hadn’t actually
heard of the French writer of erotica,” Milton said, the merest trace of scepticism apparent in his
voice as he considered the agent’s literary ignorance.“Scarlett Bottom?”“My pen name old chap,
you remember you agreed it might put the readers off if they thought an old fogy like me was
dabbling in erotica.”“I thought you’d decided to go with Scarlet Richard, Bottom having overtly
smutty connotations,” I reminded him.“The agent thought Scarlet Bottom had a more commercial
ring to it. It’s not entirely inappropriate since she suggested I should make the heroine quite
partial to a bit of spanking, though it’s not really my cup of tea, and I’d have rather stuck with
Richard as my pen name,” Milton confided just as Edna returned. Blushing profusely I accepted
my cup of tea, the teacup quivering perilously in its saucer as I desperately tried to blank out
images of Edna as Milton’s muse.“I don’t believe it is customary for literary agents to charge
writers to read their work,” I cautioned Milton. “Are you sure she is reputable?”“Well she must be
doing okay if she can afford to advertise all over the internet,” Milton replied.“How much did she
take you for?” I asked bluntly, almost certain he had been roped in by another scammer.“I paid
one thousand dollars for her expedited reading service, but it was worth every cent as it turns
out she’s married to the head of a publishing company, stroke of good luck eh,” Milton said, his
words lacking the conviction his earlier enthusiastic ones had been so full of.“He might have had
to wait months or years to have it read if our premium bond hadn’t come up,” Edna chimed
in.Hating to put a damper on their dreams I nevertheless decided that brutal honesty was the
best policy.“Let me guess, the publishing company are going to turn your manuscript into book
form for a hefty fee…” I ventured.“As luck would have it they are offering me a twenty percent
discount if I can pay by the end of the week,” Milton said. “That reduces the price to two
thousand dollars for their custom package.”“Their custom package,” I repeated, struggling to
control the involuntary rise of my eyebrows.“The agent said the finished custom product would
be superior to the basic package,” Milton said.“And what exactly do you get for your two
thousand?” I asked.“They promise a quality paperback with a stunning cover, ten personal
author copies, five bookmarks, oh and they include up to twenty-five corrections…” Milton



began.“The corrections are very handy; I might have hit the wrong keys on the typewriter a bit
excessively. Milton’s words are full of Tippex, my fingers aren’t quite as nimble now I have a
touch of arthritis in them,” Edna interrupted. The gullible pair were apparently clueless it was
more customary for manuscripts to go through a rigorous editing process rather than simply be
corrected. I could just picture the finished product littered with typos and Tippex, the requisite
number of pre-paid corrections stopping abruptly at the end of chapter three. “Don’t forget
Milton, you get another fifty dollars off the price if you recommend the publisher to a friend.”“It’s a
pity we can’t take advantage of the discount but we don’t know anyone else writing a book,”
Milton sighed; oblivious that I was secretly penning my own book on moving to Greece under the
pseudonym of V.D. Bucket, the unfortunate disease riddled name I was stuck with after being
abandoned in a bucket at the railway station as a baby. Naturally I would never be so gullible to
fall for such an obvious vanity publishing scam and felt it my duty to warn Milton he was being
fleeced, even if it did put a spoke in his publishing dreams.“So you haven’t handed any money
over yet?” I checked before shattering their dreams.“Just the reading fee thus far, old chap. I told
them I needed to give some thought to going with the custom package rather than the basic, it
would clean us out again,” Milton said.“But he’ll soon reap it all back in royalties,” Edna beamed.
“The agent promised it would be a best seller.”“And what is the royalty rate?” I asked.“Ten
percent on every sale if I sign over exclusive rights,” Milton replied.“I really hate to say this Milton
but the whole thing stinks of scammers, I believe you have been taken in by a bunch of dodgy
crooks preying on writers desperate to see their words in print. It may be too late to recoup the
thousand you’ve already shelled out on the agent, but promise me you won’t part with another
cent until I can investigate the company for you,” I said.“Oh Victor, tell us what you are thinking,
you don’t think it’s all above board, do you?” Edna pleaded, visibly paling as she exchanged
worried glances with her husband.“I rather suspect you have been targeted and duped by an
unscrupulous vanity publishing company. I don’t claim to be an expert on the subject, but what I
have gleaned from my reading on such matters leads me to believe your erotic manuscript will
be turned into a shoddy and overpriced paperback that will never see the light of day in a
bookstore,” I said. “You would basically be handing over your cash for ten paperback copies of
your book, and unless you order additional copies yourself you are unlikely to ever see any
royalties.”The realisation that he’d been suckered suddenly dawned on Milton; his posture
slumped, his eyes reflecting the knowledge he’d once again been played for a fool. His tone was
flat when he rhetorically asked, “You think the promises of ‘Delicious Desire’ hitting the bestseller
lists are lies?”“I’d put money on it being nothing but spurious hyperbole, and I’ve never placed a
bet in my life,” I said. “Not because I have any doubt that your readers would be titillated of
course, but because these companies employ salespeople to deliberately target writers rather
than actually sell any books.”“Snake oil salesmen from the sound of it. I’ve been such a gullible
fool falling for an unscrupulous press that took advantage of my literary vanity,” Milton said in a
dejected tone. “It’s a rum deal; they’d have fleeced me of the premium bond winnings, but never
put my book in front of readers.”“Let me look into the company some more, unfortunately it is a



legal con,” I offered, reminding him in the meantime to refuse to make any payment no matter
how much pressure the con-merchants applied.“I can’t tell you how grateful I am for your sound
counsel,” Milton said. “What you say makes perfect sense; I was too much of a vain fool to see it.
I shall invest in a whistle and blow it down the telephone line next time they phone back
pestering me for payment.”“I’m just sorry you’ve been duped out of a thousand by the fake
agent,” I said. “Let me look up some reputable ones you can send the manuscript to. Most likely
there’s a bona fide publishing company that specialises in works of erotica that will be able to
give your manuscript the once over. Just promise me you won’t be conned into paying, no
reputable publisher who wants your book would charge you for the privilege.”“It’s a pity you
weren’t around to stop me being cleaned out by the fake orphans,” Milton sighed. “I think the
internet should come with a scam warning.”“Plenty of scams predate the internet Milton. I
remember reading about thousands of aspiring writers who were conned into parting with their
hard earned cash by the Famous Writers School correspondence course back in the 60s before
it went bankrupt after being exposed as a scam. It was fronted by some very reputable names in
publishing. I don’t recall which publishing house he was a big-wig with, but Bennett Cerf said
something that stuck in my mind as a cautionary tale, blatantly mocking the people who signed
up to the course he was happy to plug.”“What did he say?” Milton asked.“I believe the exact
quote was ‘no person of any sophistication, whose book we’d publish, would have to take a mail-
order course to learn how to write.’”I was well versed in the sorry saga. When I began writing my
moving abroad book, encouraged by my wife and brother-in-law, Marigold attempted to
persuade me to sign up for a correspondence writing course, no doubt convinced they would
school me in the art of littering the page with the superfluous exclamation marks she believed to
be indispensible punctuation in my chosen genre. Having a natural knack with words I dismissed
Marigold’s suggestion out of hand, having no intention of taking on any more lessons in addition
to Greek ones. Nevertheless I took the precaution of investigating a few scam courses to flaunt
in Marigold’s face if she should persist in nagging me about their benefits. Cerf’s quotation
added weight to my assertion that great writers are born, not taught.“Milton would never have
paid for a writing course, he’s a natural, such a way with words,” Edna said, her words mirroring
my own thoughts about my natural aptitude with words.“It’s just a pity I have such a trusting
nature,” Milton laughed.“In my line of work I couldn’t afford to take anything on trust; it would
likely have resulted in mass outbreaks of food poisoning,” I said by way of explaining my
tendency to punctiliousness.“We’ll never be able to thank you enough Victor,” Edna said. “If you
hadn’t brought those aubergines round we’d have blown all the premium bond winnings.”“Put it
aside for the winter,” I advised, happy to know if some other scammer didn’t come along to part
them from their money they’d at least have some cash stashed away for plenty of cosy log fires.
“I’ll see you this evening at the ex-pat dining club.”Chapter 5Faffing AboutScraping the myriad
corpses of splattered flying ants from the Punto’s windscreen, I cursed Barry’s tardiness. He
knew we needed to allow ninety minutes for the drive up to town, longer if we were forced to
drive around in endless circles looking for a parking space. By the time Barry finally arrived back



at the house to leave for our trip to the lawyer’s office, he was cutting it fine. Having made a crack
of dawn start on the renovation project in Nektar his work clothes were covered in a fine layer of
sawdust. With no time for him to change I took the precaution of covering the passenger seat in
a black bin bag before directing the Punto across the village square to collect Harold.In contrast
to Barry’s work clothes and my smart shirt, tie and shorts, the vile Brit emerged from his house
dressed in dated business garb. The bold blue and white pinstripe suit had clearly seen better
days, the jacket straining across his portly stomach, his general appearance leading me to
conclude that he’d been in the shady business of flogging second hand cars. On closer
inspection it appeared his soberish suit had been donned in an attempt to disguise his obvious
hangover. Random scraps of blood stained toilet paper stuck to his jowls and dark glasses
concealed his bloodshot eyes.Climbing into the back of the Punto Harold dispensed with polite
greetings. “Hold up a minute, Joan will be along in a tick, she’s just putting the finishing touches
to her face.”Barry and I exchanged horrified glances, having failed to anticipate that we would be
subjected to Joan’s cloying presence. With Harold’s dismissive attitude towards women we
hadn’t expected he would drag her along for the business end of things. I squirmed as Joan
tripped her way to the Punto in unsuitable high-heeled strappy sandals, her peeling red flesh
stuffed into a too tight sundress. Joan had been far too liberal with the cheap scent,
necessitating open windows instead of the Punto’s air-con. I prayed that the thick layer of
makeup coating her face wouldn’t drip onto my upholstery once she started sweating in the heat.
Taking her cue from her husband, Joan too dispensed with polite greetings, instead moaning, “I
hope you can park outside this lawyer chap’s office, these shoes are rubbing my blisters
something chronic.”“So what’s the order of business, the lawyer then a quick bevy?” Harold
piped up.“It’s best if we let Spiros set the agenda, it’s very good of him to take the time to walk us
through the formalities,” I replied.“That bloke always gives me the creeps driving round in that
blooming great hearse of his. I like to keep my distance, I bet he stinks of embalming fluid,”
Harold snorted, Joan breaking into dutiful laughter. Barry and I exchanged a weary glance,
knowing we were in for a very long day.Making our way down to the coast we studiously ignored
our back seat passengers. Once we reached sea level Joan demanded that Barry change seats
with her, announcing she would likely be overcome with bouts of nausea on the hair-pin bends
we were due to approach on the next stretch of the journey.“If you’d mentioned that yesterday I’d
have advised you to come up to town in a taxi. Barry needs to sit in the front as he’s prone to
travel sickness,” I told her, thankful I had a good excuse to avoid Joan’s flabby thighs pressing up
against my gear stick.“You should try the local remedy of vinegar and honey,” Barry advised
smugly. Although pre-armed with a bottle of the disgusting placebo concoction Barry seemed
disinclined to share its contents with Joan. No doubt he wished to protect the rim of his bottle
from the lurid red lipstick smeared on her teeth.Weaving through one of the small villages I
sighed as we passed a pensioned old gent waving his walking stick, the local method of
thumbing a lift. Unfortunately the bulky presence of Harold and Joan meant there was no room
for me to play the role of Good Samaritan and I was forced to pass up the opportunity of road-



testing my Greek language skills.“These Greek geriatrics don’t half have a nerve expecting free
lifts, they’re worse than goats for littering the roads,” Harold complained.“So you won’t be using
that method of getting around then now that you’ve been banned from driving,” Barry retorted.
His remark took the wind out of Harold’s sails; no doubt he’d been hoping to cadge lifts down to
the bars on the coast during his remaining time in Meli, yet considered himself a notch above the
elderly Greeks who were too old, rather than too sloshed, to drive.A herd of goats crossing the
road provoked an unscheduled stop. With the car at a standstill the lack of a moving breeze
intensified the heat to an unbearable degree, even though it was still well before noon. Despite
my misgivings about breathing in recirculated air I was tempted to close the windows and turn
on the air-con until I caught sight of Joan’s greenish hue in the rear view mirror. I decided it
would be more prudent to advise her to stick her head out of the open window for the rest of the
journey.“It wouldn’t be so bad if you didn’t drive like a maniac,” she whined. “There’s no need to
take the bends as though you’re at Brands Hatch.”“I’ll try to go at a more sedate pace,” I told her,
accelerating past the goats, realising I had indeed been driving at a speed in excess of my more
usual sedate pace, desperate to arrive at our destination and escape the sickly smell of Joan’s
nasty cheap perfume.“You can always get a taxi back when we’ve finished in town,” Barry
suggested.“What, and pay those rip-off prices? A double brandy will fix Joan up nicely before we
head back, I told her she should have had a snifter with breakfast to settle her stomach,” Harold
responded.“I haven’t got time to waste sitting round in bars,” Barry objected. “Some of us have
work to get back to.”“But surely you’ll want to celebrate buying our house,” Harold said.“There’ll
be time for that when you’ve packed up and moved out,” Barry assured him.Apart from Harold
emitting the odd strangled snore, our back seat passengers remained silent for the remainder of
the journey. Harold floundered out of his hung-over snooze when I pulled into a petrol station on
the outskirts of town for a top up of unleaded. Surprisingly Harold had something complimentary
to say about Greece, admitting he would miss the cheap petrol prices and the convenience of
having a forecourt attendant fill the tank rather than having to do it himself.“But you won’t need to
do it at all now that you’ve been banned from driving,” Barry smugly reminded him.“I’ve only
been banned in Greece, I hardly think the Greeks are so competent that they’ll have announced
it to the boys in blue back home,” Harold retorted, seemingly oblivious that his driving licence
would bear an international blemish. Considering we wanted to keep Harold on side until his
signature was on the house sale contract, Barry and I prudently made no comment.“I can’t get
over the brilliant free service these places offer over here,” Barry observed as the attendant
made a sterling job of removing the last trace of splattered ants from the windscreen.“Excellent
indeed. I’ll just get him to check the air in the tyres then we can be on our way,” I replied, paying
for the petrol without exiting the driver’s seat.Spiros’ hearse, illegally parked half on the
pavement outside the lawyer’s office, was a welcome sight when we arrived. Even though the
lawyer Spiros had engaged spoke impeccable English, it was a relief for Barry to have the
undertaker along in his role as self-appointed sponsor, to guide him through the complexities of
Greek bureaucracy. Harold and Joan shuffled impatiently as the lawyer exchanged polite



greetings with me, recalling our previous dealings over the house purchase in Meli. Harold and
Joan became even tetchier when he greeted Barry with similar enthusiasm, delighted to hear he
was related.Harold brusquely cut the lawyer short when Spiros introduced them, demanding we
get straight down to business without all this “unnecessary faffing about.” Looking suitably
confused the lawyer asked “what is the faffing?” Harold tutted rudely as Spiros apparently
translated the phrase into Greek, saying “ton agnoei, einai ena kefali poutinkas.” Attempting to
suppress a wry smile, the lawyer’s eyes twinkled. I recognised that Spiros had told the lawyer to
ignore Harold, but it was Barry who whispered the rest of the translated sentence to me, his
effort to learn builder’s Greek having apparently encompassed the insulting term ‘pudding-head’.
Naturally the disparaging label went over Harold’s head; he hadn’t wasted a single moment of
his four-year sojourn in Greece on bothering to learn even one word of the language.Amazingly
Harold was able to proffer a neatly bound file containing all the documents pertaining to his
original house purchase and the building work he’d commissioned on the property. The lawyer
perused the contract with a fine tooth comb, stating everything was in order, apart from the
matter of the swimming pool which Harold had failed to declare to the tax authorities.“This must
to be declared, the authorities are clamping down on the illegal pools,” the lawyer advised.“Oh,
there’s no worries there,” Harold blustered. “I have a huge green plastic cover. Every time a
helicopter flies over I dash out and cover the pool to keep it out of sight of prying eyes. From
helicopter height it must look just like another green splodge of olive grove.”Spiros rolled his
eyes at this revelation, no doubt amused that Harold was clueless the recent bout of helicopters
had been swooping up seawater to dump on forest fires.“We’ll be getting rid of the swimming
pool,” Barry piped up. “It’s a ridiculous luxury in a village with a precarious water supply.”“Are you
off your trolley?” Harold shouted. “It’s the finest pool for miles; you’ll be the envy of all the other
ex-pats with a pool as grand as that. It will give you boasting rights and impress all the plebs.”“I
have no intention of incurring the unnecessary expense of maintaining a pool, and anyway
Cynthia is determined to turn it into an ecological pond,” Barry insisted.“A what?” Harold and
Joan questioned in unison.“An ecological pond, an environmentally friendly natural habitat for
birds and flying insects to breed and flourish, whilst increasing local biodiversity,” Barry
explained.“So you plan to get rid of our pool and replace it with a pond, what and fill it with
frogs?” Harold asked, clearly baffled.“Frogs, dragonflies, water stick insects, likely bats too,”
Barry confirmed.“You’re bleeding mad,” Harold scoffed.After a final perusal of the contract the
lawyer proclaimed everything was in tip-top order to proceed with the sale. Fortunately Barry had
already taken care of acquiring a Greek tax number and numerous photocopies of his passport
when he’d arrived in Greece the previous month.With the price settled on the previous evening
we had presumed this aspect of the sale would be straightforward, but Harold immediately
demanded that a significant cash bump be exchanged under the table. Barry was happy to go
along with this since Spiros had explained to him that only the objective value of the house
needed to be declared on paper. The lawyer confirmed this was perfectly standard practice and
Barry’s purchase tax liability would be significantly reduced if he was paying less on paper than



the actual amount that would be handed over. However Harold complicated matters by
demanding a higher cash percentage than the lawyer could legitimately get away with
concealing. After launching a fruitless bartering exercise Harold finally saw reason, agreeing to
the cash amount the lawyer had originally proposed, satisfied by the legal explanation that had
he declared the reduced objective value of the house since he’d purchased it, it would likely
attract the unwanted attention of the tax man.Barry sighed in relief that he could now move on to
signing the first ream of paperwork, only to be frustrated when Joan stuck her two penn’orth
worth in, questioning why the paper value of the house had hardly increased a cent during the
last four years despite the small fortune they’d shelled out on home improvements. Fortunately
her interference was short lived when Harold snapped “Give it a bloody rest woman; it’s sorted
with a cash bung.”There was one more hurdle to overcome before Barry could sign on the dotted
line on the preliminary contract, agreement on a completion date. With the wedding in less than
two weeks Barry was obviously keen to move into the house before the big day. With the way
Harold and Joan complained endlessly about living in Greece it had seemed to be a no-brainer
that they would wish to flit at the first opportunity, yet Joan immediately threw a spanner in the
works, announcing that the completion date Barry proposed was quite impossible. “It will take us
at least a month to pack everything up; we’re not exactly short of worldly belongings you know.”“I
thought you wanted to be on your way back to England as soon as possible,” Barry argued.“Well
of course we do, but you can’t expect us to just cram everything into a couple of duffel bags and
be on our way. We’ve even more to pack than we had when we moved out here four years ago,”
Harold said.“I’m sure a removal firm could help you to speed things along,” I politely suggested,
attempting to hide my exasperation that the pair of them had spent the last four years
accumulating so much excess junk and clutter that packing it up could hinder Cynthia’s
departure from my home.“I owned a removal company back in Manchester, we employed very
experienced packers, they can box up a whole house the size of yours in less than eight hours,”
Barry said.“I don’t want some strange fellows rifling through my things, I want to pack properly,”
Joan argued, her voice rising to a fever pitch when she added, “We have a lot of valuables to
consider.”“You’ll save a lot of time by binning all those bikinis, you won’t have much call for them
in England, not to mention budgie smugglers are well out of fashion,” Barry snapped.“Oh Harold,
I don’t know how we’ll manage without a pool, I feel like we’ll be slumming it,” Joan wailed.Barry
and I exchanged a worried glance, realising we needed to get Harold to sign on the dotted line
before Joan succumbed to sudden nostalgia for their flashy swimming pool and decided she
wanted to stay in Greece.“I’ll get you one of them heated hot tubs in the garden, it’ll make all the
new neighbours green,” Harold assured his wife.“So the completion date? Shall we say the 27th,”
Barry hurriedly suggested, citing the date the family were due to fly over from England. The date
was perfect since it would free up the spare bedroom, currently occupied by Barry and Cynthia,
for Violet Burke.“That’s impossible, I can’t possibly get everything packed up in less than a
week,” Joan said firmly.“Look, you’re keen to get in and we’re keen to get out. How about we say
the last day of the month?” Harold countered.“Even that’s pushing it, you’ll have to help me with



the packing Harold,” Joan complained.“I’ll take it,” Barry said. “Let’s shake on the last day of the
month.”Desperate to secure a speedy completion date my brother-in-law appeared to have
overlooked the date that Harold had chosen was his wedding day.Pen poised in hand, the lawyer
prepared to ink the completion date onto the contract. Just then his telephone rang.Chapter
6Cheese Pies all RoundAnswering the phone, the lawyer gestured that we should take five
minutes whilst he embarked on a telephone consultation. Spiros wasted no time in seizing the
opportunity to escape outside for a crafty cigarette, Barry and I wasting no time in following
him.“I thought Harold was going to back out when his stupid wife started chuntering on about
missing the pool,” Barry said, bumming a cigarette from Spiros even though he doesn’t
smoke.“Is that why you agreed to the thirty-first?” I asked.“Had to get a date sorted, I’m a bag of
nerves dealing with that windbag,” Barry replied, greedily inhaling the nicotine before
succumbing to a bout of coughing. Tossing the half-smoked cigarette aside and grinding it out
with his heel, he added, “Cynthia’s going to be chuffed that we can move in after the wedding
rather than honeymooning in your spare room.”“I honestly thought that you’d forgotten the
completion date clashes with your wedding,” I said, thinking this was perhaps not the best
moment to break the news that he and Cynthia would need to turn the spare room over to my
mother when she flew in. There would be no arguing with Violet Burke; she was prone to
tyrannical tendencies.“Don’t be daft, the date is etched on my brain. Sorry we’ll be cluttering
your place up in the run up to the wedding Victor, I’d suggest staying in a hotel if it wasn’t for all
the extra expense buying the house will entail. I’ve just realised you’ll likely need your spare
room back when your guests arrive. I’ll bed down on the sofa and Cynthia can squeeze in with
Violet Burke so the boys can have your office,” Barry offered. “We’ve already decided to
postpone the actual honeymoon because of the move, there’s no point Cynthia turning down
summer work when it’s thin on the ground in winter.”“Well the important thing is that once you
sign you’ll be in your new place by the end of the month,” I said, wondering how he imagined he
could persuade Cynthia to share a bed with my mother. They hadn’t exactly hit if off on her last
visit.“I am the happy you have found the house,” Spiros said to Barry. “It is the pity I not to have
one in the village to sell you. Tell me Barry, how is the house of the dead uncle in the Nektar
coming along in the building work?”“Very well, Frank and Julie were over yesterday, they were
delighted with the progress,” Barry said.“Ah, I must to make the time to meet with them again,”
Spiros said.“They’ll be at the meeting of the ex-pat dining club this evening, we were hoping you
and Sampaguita could join us,” I invited.“What is the ex-pat dining club Victor?” Spiros asked.“It’s
just a gathering of friends meeting to eat home cooked foreign food. It was set up as an
experimental foray into the cuisines of different cultures. We’ll be meeting at Doreen’s house this
evening,” I explained.“And the Doreen will to cook the alien food? Is it the foreign food like the
curry you cook?” Spiros said. His features contorting in disgust reminded me he wasn’t a big fan
of the chicken curry I’d knocked up in the slow-cooker.“I think she’s cooking Italian.”“Ah, that is
the good. You know the most famous Italian food, the pitsa, was invented in the Greece?”Barry
attempted to stifle a snort but I rushed to assure him that Spiros wasn’t actually spouting mere



patriotic nonsense. “It’s true Barry, the ancient Greeks first came up with the concept of pizza,
cooking up plakous in a primitive mud oven.”“Plakous?” Barry queried.“A flat bread with herby
toppings,” I explained.“So the Greek word for pizza is plakous then?”“No, it’s pitsa. Modern
Greek has moved on from the ancient tongue.”“So the Doreen is cooking the pitsa? I think the
Sampaguita enjoy very much the pitsa,” Spiros said.“I’ve no idea what Italian dish she’ll be
concocting, but I wouldn’t bank on it being pizza since it doesn’t come out of a tin,” I said. “Still it
will be a good opportunity for you to introduce Sampaguita to some new people; I for one am
very much looking forward to meeting her, I can’t believe our paths haven’t crossed yet. She may
feel a bit cut off stuck in the house caring for your old and sickly uncle, a night out will do her
good.”“It is true the unhealthy uncle is not the best of the company. I will bring Sampaguita to
your, what was it again Victor?”“The ex-pat dining club.” The words were no sooner out of my
mouth than Harold and Joan sidled up next to us on the pavement looking most put out, having
overheard talk of a club they were pointedly excluded from.“I’m surprised at you going along to
that club Vic, I was under the impression you thought you were better than the rest of us ex-pats,”
Joan said.“And I’ve heard you like to slum it in that dump of a local where you suck up to the
bleeding Greeks,” Harold sneered.“I wouldn’t concern yourself about where I choose to socialise
Harold, we obviously move in different circles,” I replied, determined not to rise to the bait. Barry
put a restraining hand on Spiros’ shoulder before he could make a move that would be
unbecoming for a local undertaker.“We find there’s an altogether better class of company down
on the coast, don’t we Harold, not half as stuffy or stuck-up as that lot in Meli,” Joan piped up,
clearly miffed they hadn’t been invited to make up the numbers that evening.Changing the
subject Harold said, “Bloody rude of that lawyer chap to take that call when we need to finish up
so we can get to the bank. No concept of time, these Greeks.”“It’s always the same in this
country, you make the effort to turn up in person, but the person who phones in gets all the
attention,” Joan complained.“Well he did rearrange his diary to squeeze us in on short notice,” I
reminded her.“I’m sure he’ll rip us off in inflated charges for his services,” Harold snapped
peevishly just as the door opened and the lawyer beckoned us to return inside.I exhaled in relief
when Harold and Barry added their monikers to the dotted line, confirming the property would
be transferred to Barry on his wedding day. With the formalities out of the way a pleasantly
plump middle-aged woman put in an appearance, bearing a tray of biscuits and six tiny cups of
Greek coffee, the lawyer introducing her as his wife.Only Spiros welcomed the appearance of
coffee which would inevitably delay our departure, the rest of us having no wish to drag out the
encounter or make small talk amongst ourselves. Barry and I sipped our coffee politely whilst
Harold rudely rejected his, muttering it was a pity the lawyer couldn’t offer something stronger.“I
don’t mind if I do,” Joan said enthusiastically, stuffing a handful of biscuits in her mouth.“Einai
nostima,” I said to the lawyer’s wife, appreciatively declaring the kourabiedes delicious as I took
a bite.“Tous ekana fresco simera to proi.” Her smile didn’t fool me. Her declaration that they were
fresh from her oven that morning was a blatant lie; I immediately recognised the cookies as the
same shop bought brand of almond biscuits Marigold deluded herself were home



baked.Fortunately our business with the lawyer concluded on a good note when after checking
his diary he mentioned he would have business in our area with the notary methavrio, and Barry
and Harold could meet him there for the notary’s reading and final signing of the contract. Barry
and I exchanged relieved glances that we would be spared another trip up to town in the
company of Harold. Even with Spiros in tow, Barry appreciated my presence, relying on my
sound counsel in my role of older brother-in-law.There was still the bank to attend to before our
business with Harold could be concluded, since Harold was desperate to get his grubby hands
on the ten percent cash deposit, a sum he would forfeit if he backed out of the sale before
signing the final contract. After telling me he was sure I could manage the bank without his help,
Spiros elected to sit it out in a coffee shop close enough to the bank for me to drag him out if my
Greek language skills weren’t up to assisting Barry with the monetary transaction.Putting my foot
down I whisked us from the lawyer’s office to the bank, conscious it was nearing closing time.
Harold kept up a running complaint that he had never been shown any respect by the bank staff,
even though he had thousands stashed in his account. Imagining Harold expected to be treated
with an air of entitlement he wasn’t due, I didn’t respond. After parking the Punto we legged it to
the bank, Joan trailing behind at a distance, complaining her high-heeled shoes weren’t
designed for speed-walking. Having never visited the bank so near to closing time before, I was
pleasantly surprised to find just a trickle of customers instead of the usual unruly mob. Grabbing
a ticket I made a mental note to arrive at a similar time in future rather than earlier, adding it to
my store of knowledge about Greek banking habits which included always avoiding the bank on
pension pay-out day.The rather unkempt and casually dressed bank manager, working at his
usual desk surrounded by the ubiquitous haze of cigarette smoke, leapt to his feet, rushing to
double kiss me on both cheeks and ask after Marigold. The double kiss was a new development
in our relationship and I noted Barry must still be considered a bit lower in the pecking order as
he only received a handshake.The bank manager was delighted we’d called in as he was able to
personally present Barry with his cash machine card. It appeared the bank was finally making
efforts to move into the twenty-first century; it was only three weeks since the card had been
ordered. When I mentioned that we hadn’t seen him in the local taverna lately he made his
excuses, saying he only frequented the place in winter, having been driven away by a plague of
flying ants on the last occasion he’d eaten there in summer. Harold shuffled impatiently behind
us, clueless the scruffy smoker was in charge of the branch.Our conversation was cut short
when Barry’s ticket came up and we moved to the cashier’s window to withdraw the deposit.
Within minutes of requesting the cash a neat stack of fifty euro notes whizzed through a modern
electronic note counter before being shoved into Barry’s hands. Barry was clearly taken aback
by the speed of the transaction, commenting how favourably it contrasted to the painfully slow
process of withdrawing a much smaller amount from his building society account back in
England after giving the requisite seven days’ notice. Since such a large sum of cash made
Barry uneasy, he was happy to hand the notes over to Harold.“I’m glad I don’t have to carry such
a large sum around,” Barry confided in me. “I’d have felt a bit self-conscious trying to stuff all



those notes into the security pocket Marigold insisted on sewing into my underpants.”Cracking
his knuckles and beaming broadly, Harold threw a sociable arm around Barry’s shoulders,
insisting, “Come on, let’s find a bar, the drinks are on me.” He was like a different person now
that he had a wad of cash stuffed in his back pocket, no trace of his former rancour evident as he
grinned jovially.“It’s the middle of the day and I’ve got work to get back to,” Barry declined.“And
I’m driving,” I added.“But it’s not every day we get to celebrate going back to old Blighty,” Harold
insisted. “Come on, just one for the road, Joan can’t face the drive back without a brandy to
settle her stomach.”“Well we do need to catch up with Spiros, no doubt we’ll find him knee deep
in cheese pies and coffee,” I relented.“That’s the ticket, the cheese pies are on me,” Harold
said.“Blimey, what’s he done with the old Harold,” Barry hissed in my ear. “Perhaps we should
invite them along this evening as a gesture of goodwill."“Let’s not be too hasty,” I cautiously
advised. “We’ve still got to get them back to Meli.”“You manage the good?” Spiros asked as we
joined him at an outside table in the shade of a leafy pear tree.“All sorted thanks,” Barry assured
him as Harold waylaid a waiter, placing an order for double Metaxas for him and Joan, coffees
for Spiros, me and Barry, and cheese pies all round. Even though it was evident that Spiros had
already eaten by the flaky detritus of pie surrounding him, he didn’t decline another one and he’d
never been known to say no to coffee even when already awash with the strong beverage. With
the order placed Harold and Joan disappeared inside to locate the toilets whilst Barry and I
caught up with Spiros.“I telephone to the Sampaguita. My fragrant Filipana flower will come to
eat the pitsa on this evening,” Spiros announced, brushing a mess of pie crumbs to one side.
“She is the little, how you to say, shy.”“She’ll be fine, we’re a very welcoming bunch,” I assured
him, making a mental note to make sure that Sampaguita wasn’t stuck in a dark corner with that
boring splodge of porridge, Norman. “I take it the romance is going well.”“Sampaguita has steal
my heart, she fill me with the romantikos feel,” Spiros declared, licking some flaky cheese pie
crumbs from his fingers.“And does she reciprocate your feelings?” Barry
asked.“Ti?”“Reciprocate,” I repeated, thumbing through my handy English to Greek dictionary.
“Ah, here we are; antapodido.”“She say to me ‘Spiro, you are my handsome Greek god’ and
when the Kyria Booras drop down from the heart disaster…” Spiros paused to make the sign of
the cross, “the Sampaguita come to the help, she tweezer the hairs from the Kyria Booras’ chin
with the gentle touch before I display the body in the coffin.”“It must be love,” Barry muttered,
raising his eyebrows when Spiros blushed.“Many, many the woman feel the revulsion for my
business with the dead bodies. The wife say the reason she divorce me is I always bring to the
bed the smell of the embalming fluid. But the Sampaguita is the different, she care very much for
the corpse and appreciate the ritual of the dead. The Sampaguita comb the hair of the dead
Sotiris Sfetsas with the tenderness I could not to imagine, she steal my heart, not one the person
could stand the dysarestos malaka but the Sampaguita give the respect,” Spiros said with
heartfelt passion, furtively wiping a lone tear from his cheek. Spiros’ emotion touched us as he
recalled the tenderness with which Sampaguita handled the corpse of a thoroughly unpleasant
local who even in death deserved Spiros’ unrepeatable profanity.“It sounds as though you



should snap her up Spiro,” Barry encouraged. “I wonder if Cynthia would go for a double
wedding.”“First I must to the propose,” Spiros said, his broad wink not quite belying his serious
tone.Chapter 7Not Quite a FlopIt was late afternoon by the time I reached home following the
trip to town. The house was blissfully quiet. I discovered Marigold asleep in the bedroom with
Clawsome and Catastrophe curled up on the pillow beside her, my pillow I noted in horror, cat fur
imperceptibly being shed in the breeze from the fan. An open notebook laid face down beside
Marigold, her fingers still clasped a pen I gently removed from her grasp. She’d been doing a lot
of furtive scribbling recently, but remained adamant it was none of my business. Closing the
notebook I moved it to the bedside table, respecting her privacy by squashing the natural urge to
sneak a peek inside, dismissing the absurd notion that Marigold may be penning her own
exclamation mark littered account of our move to foreign shores.Thoughts of my book brought
me up short. I really did need to get on with writing the Bucket saga, having failed to pen a single
word since introducing the Albanian shed dweller to potential readers. Speaking to Milton earlier
put me to shame; he’d actually been assiduous in putting words on the page rather than
prevaricating. Still, I reasoned, it wasn’t as though Milton exactly had much else going on his life,
whilst I had the encumbrance of a part-time job as a tour guide, not to mention a brood of
chickens to endure.I wondered how long Marigold had been dozing. She’d taken to enjoying a
siesta as soon as the summer temperatures soared, but it was a habit I found I just couldn’t
acclimatise to. There had been no siestaing on the job during my illustrious career as a public
health inspector, though I suspected Marigold and Geraldine may have occasionally enjoyed
post pet food tasting naps in their staff room, after occasionally over indulging in a new brand of
puppy formula.“How long have you been home?” my wife asked sleepily, rubbing her eyes.“I just
got back. I was hoping I could persuade you to join me for a stroll. We could get a head start
warding off all the calories we’ll be consuming this evening.”“Just give me a minute to rinse my
face and I’ll be right with you,” Marigold said, stretching languidly. “It’s a tad hot for walking
though, why don’t we make it a swim instead. I’ll drive, since you’ve been stuck behind the wheel
most of the day.”“A swim sounds wonderful,” I impetuously agreed.Driving down to the coast I
filled Marigold in on the events of the day whilst drinking in the spectacular views, appreciating
how the light changed with the passing of seasons.“As much as I love Barry, I had hoped he and
Cynthia would be out of our hair before the boys arrive,” she said. “It’s going to be a dreadful
squash with seven of us and only the one bathroom.”“It’s only for a couple of days, we should be
able to manage unless there’s an issue with the water supply. Barry and Cynthia will be moving
into Harold’s house on their wedding day.”“So it all went smoothly, no hiccups? You managed to
get Harold back to Meli without killing him,” Marigold asked jokingly.“Well funnily enough we left
him and Joan down on the coast…”“You mean you had to put up with his ghastly wife too?
Thank goodness I used Doreen’s need for kitchen assistance as an excuse not to come
along.”“Unfortunately we had to put up with Joan. Still, they weren’t too bad on the drive back,
they mellowed considerably once they had their hands on Barry’s deposit. When we got back to
the coast they asked me to drop them off, they wanted to celebrate in the bar they frequent and



said they’d make their own way back up to Meli later,” I said.The village I’d dropped them in was
the same village we were heading to for our late afternoon swim. Marigold immediately
suggested a change of swimming venue, worried that we may run into Harold and Joan. The bar
they frequented was close to our favourite beach spot and Marigold was concerned that our
paths may cross and we’d end up ferrying the two drunks back with us later.“I know how much
you fancy trying out the diving board,” Marigold teased, suggesting we head to a nearby coastal
spot with a diving platform instead of beach access to the water. An uneasy recollection flooded
over me. Several weeks earlier I’d imbibed a little too much of Nikos’ spitiko in the taverna; under
the influence I had boasted about the diving prowess of my youth, recklessly saying I was up for
giving it another whirl. Surely my wife could tell I was being flippant since I hadn’t actually
tottered on the edge of a diving board since my school-boy days in the local swimming baths.“Of
course I’m up for it, but it won’t be any fun for you being deprived of a swim,” I countered with a
bluff, knowing full well that Marigold would never launch herself into the sea from a great
height.“But I won’t miss my swim Victor, Athena told me there is a convenient ladder leading
from the diving platform into the sea,” Marigold replied.“Really,” I muttered, cursing Athena and
her big mouth. “But surely you’d prefer to ease into the water gradually from solid sandy ground,
rather than grapple with a wet ladder.”“Athena says it’s a perfectly sturdy ladder, it will be fine, it’s
not as though I inherited Barry’s vertigo,” Marigold said. Refusing to hear another word on the
matter she speeded up towards our destination, a tinkling laugh escaping her lips at the thought
of the precarious position my tipsy boasting had landed me in.The diving platform was sited
some distance away from the centre of the small fishing village which was our destination, off to
one side of the picturesque harbour filled with colourful fishing boats bobbing at anchor. Driving
through the village Marigold slowed down, our progress impeded by sunburned tourists ambling
in the road, mindless of traffic as they perused menus and took photographs of the traditional
quaint setting. Our route took us past the bustling harbour, local fisherman relaxing in the
harbour-side taverna, newly awakened from their daily siesta. A smattering of different
languages reached my ears, English mingling with German, Swedish, and the occasional
American accent.Despite the lack of a beach, the platform appeared to be a popular spot for
local children. There were at least half-a-dozen of them vying for a spot on the diving board or
splashing around in the water at the base of the ladder, waiting their turn to climb back up out of
the sea for another dive. The children had obviously been brought up with impeccable manners
towards their elders; politely treading water they indicated Marigold should make her way down
the ladder before they ascended.“I’ll see you in the water,” Marigold said, tentatively grasping
hold of the rungs as she made her way down the ladder, whilst I hovered to one side, my
stomach lurching into my mouth at the thought of venturing out onto the diving board. It looked
like an awfully long drop down, the calmness of the water doing little to quell my stomach
churning apprehension.Two Greek boys aged about ten years old jostled each other, playfully
fighting for the next spot on the diving board. Spotting my awkward stance one of the boys
demonstrated his exemplary manners, pushing his friend out of the way as he called out



“parakalo prochoriste,” inviting me to go next.“Ochi, meta apo sas,” I replied; no, after you.The
boys didn’t need telling twice. The one who had spoken stepped confidently out on the board,
executing a perfect dive into the water. Not to be outdone his friend quickly followed, showing off
with an impressive backward somersault.“Come on Victor,” Marigold shouted, waving at me from
the water.Clammy fear took hold of me as I contemplated doing something a couple of ten year
olds had managed so gracefully. Casting my mind back to my own childhood days I remembered
the confidence I’d felt when I’d dived fearlessly into the pool, but it seemed to have deserted me
now. I was still dithering when the two boys who’d dived made their way over the top of the
ladder, eager for another go. Shuffling to one side I repeated my invitation for them to go first,
reassessing my hasty assumption that they were well mannered when the pair of them taunted
me insultingly, shouting, “kotopoulo.”Being publicly called out as a chicken by a pair of loud-
mouthed louts was too much; shouldering the death-or-glory spirit of intrepid Greek heroes I
stepped boldly onto the diving board, making it to the very edge before my bravado wavered.
The next thing I knew I was floundering towards the sea, rudely helped on my way by a vigorous
shove from the ghastly young oiks who had crept up behind me. I barely had time to keep a firm
grip on my swimming shorts and hold my nose before I landed with a splat in the water,
splashing seawater all over Marigold’s head.“Victor, you could be more careful,” Marigold
complained, “you know I don’t like to get my hair wet.”“You should swim in a hat then,” I retorted
after coughing up the sea water I’d swallowed, pointing out the three Greek grannies treading
water nearby, all kitted out in wide brimmed sunhats. Wondering if they were connected to the
boys who had unceremoniously pushed me in, I considered giving them a piece of my
mind.“That wasn’t much of a dive, are you going to give it another go?” Marigold asked.“No, I
think I’ll just stay in the water, it’s most relaxing.”“At least you didn’t do a belly flop. Imagine how
the children would have made fun of you if you’d flopped.”Chapter 8Searching for the Senior
EscapeeWe were just leaving the house for the monthly meeting of the ex-pat dining club when
Spiros telephoned, urgently requesting my help with a personal emergency. Considering the
amount of times Spiros had so generously helped me out I didn’t hesitate for a moment, the
least I could do was dash to his assistance.“But we’ll be late for Doreen,” Marigold remonstrated.
“She’s cooking chicken parmesan and it will end up all rubbery if we’re late.”“Better rubbery than
raw,” I said, always suspicious of amateurs let loose on poultry. I wondered what had possessed
a culinary numpty like Doreen to think she could handle such a complicated dish involving
breading, frying and baking; no doubt she had binge watched an episode too many of
‘MasterChef’, though her botched Peking duck had proved a recipe for disaster more
reminiscent of ‘Kitchen Nightmares’.“You and Cynthia go along and make our apologies, we’ll
follow you over as soon as we’ve helped out Spiros,” Barry said, not hesitating in joining forces
with me to help Spiros out with his personal emergency.Five minutes later we met up with Spiros
in the village square. As Spiros was smartly dressed in a suit and tie, the garb he wore in his
official capacity as village undertaker, our immediate instinct was to hope the emergency wasn’t
coffin related. Dealing with a cadaver would definitely quell our appetite for pasty complexioned



chicken.Spiros appeared quite overwrought, out of breath and frantically running his fingers
through what was left of his hair. He had called in at the barber’s in town earlier, always eager to
impress a date with a touch of personal grooming that avoided the lopsided neckline guaranteed
by Apostolos, the local barber.“Victor, Barry, you are the good friends to come. I need the help to
find the uncle, he is the nowhere to be found. When the Sampaguita go to put on the dress for
the pitsa evening, the uncle escape the house.”“He escaped!” Barry exclaimed, exchanging
confused glances with me. We hadn’t realised that Spiros’ uncle was held captive against his
will.“We have lost the Uncle Leontiades; he is the too old and infirm to be out on the own, it is not
the safe for him now his mind is, how you say, going down the toilet.”“Down the pan,” Barry
corrected.“We’re with you Spiro, it sounds as though your uncle perhaps has a touch of
dementia. It must be very worrying if he’s wandered off,” I sympathised.“Terrible,” Barry agreed.
“Victor, you remember what a run-around old Aunty Beryl gave us when she started to lose her
marbles?”“I’ll never forget the winter morning she went gallivanting off, managing to get all the
way to Hollingsworth Lake by sneaking onto the back of a milk float,” I recalled with a shudder. It
had taken the three of us the best part of a Saturday morning to locate Aunty Beryl. Since she
wasn’t quite with it, to put it politely, it proved impossible to convince the life-long spinster that
she wasn’t actually married to the milkman. To his credit he continued to leave a pint on Aunty
Beryl’s doorstep every morning, even though his wife divorced him, convinced he’d been
carrying on with Aunty Beryl for years; her beauty was still quite striking, if somewhat faded.“It’s
a wonder she didn’t freeze to death in nothing but that winceyette nightie,” Barry said, reminding
me there had been snow on the ground.“We might never have found her if we hadn’t followed
the milk float’s tracks in the snow. At least we don’t need to worry about Spiros’ uncle freezing,” I
said, already beginning to sweat in the heat. I wondered if it would be too risky to ditch the socks
I paired with my sandals. The sweaty wool was beginning to irritate my skin, but my naked ankles
would be too much of a sweet temptation for blood sucking mosquitoes.“The uncle is the used to
the air conditioning, he will to find the heat very tiring,” Spiros said.“Well at least we don’t have to
worry about him running off with the milkman since Meli doesn’t have one,” Barry joked.Sensing
from Spiros’ worried scowl that he was in no mood for frivolous quips, I suggested we formulate
a plan of action to find Leontiades. Spiros told us he had the home base covered. Sampaguita
was waiting at the house and would telephone his mobile if the wanderer returned. Meanwhile
Vangelis and Panos were out trawling one end of the village, and the three of us would scour the
other end.“It might help if we knew what he looked like,” Barry pointed out since neither of us had
met the reclusive old gent.“The uncle is the small man with the white head and the proud
moustache,” Spiros said, helpfully adding, “The Sampaguita say he go out without the
dress.”“Well a naked man should be pretty easy to spot,” I said.“He is not the naked, he wear the
dress for the bed,” Spiros clarified. Fortunately Barry and I were accustomed to the Greek habit
of referring to clothes as dresses so we instantly realised we were searching for a small elderly
infirm man wearing pyjamas, rather than a winceyette nightie like Aunty Beryl.“I’ll check the
church out, why don’t you two ask if anyone’s seen him in the shop,” Barry



suggested.Unfortunately Tina who ran the village shop was nowhere to be seen, having left her
stroppy mother Despina to man the store. Despina was a brusque woman with an unpleasant
disposition from a neighbouring village whose husband had recently absconded with another
woman. She now spent a lot of the time ostensibly helping her daughter in the shop; in reality
she was nothing but a hindrance to the business, wearing her abandonment as an excuse to
treat every male customer with undisguised contempt, her censorious glares blaming every man
who stepped through the door of sharing responsibility for her jilted state.She had the disturbing
habit of accusing the male customers of ogling her with lecherous intent, seemingly oblivious
they were transfixed by the bulbous and hairy wart positioned directly between her eyebrows.
Despina’s features reflected her jaundiced view, her visage bearing a distinctly yellowish hue
which reminded me of how I might have turned out if Violet Burke hadn’t chucked in her job at
the munitions factory before I was born.The female customers fared little better at her hands;
she never tired of warning them that their menfolk could not be trusted and were likely out doing
the dirty on them. I was most perturbed on one occasion when Marigold returned from the shop
and irrationally started accusing me of all sorts, a bizarre state of affairs since she’d only popped
out for some milk.Despina managed to ignore us whilst simultaneously casting a disparaging
look in our direction. Spiros cut to the chase, asking the surly woman if she’d seen his elderly
uncle who had gone missing. Her lip actually curled as she curtly responded that she couldn’t be
expected to know if Spiros’ uncle had been in the shop, there were always men coming and
going.Spiros fired back that she could hardly miss his uncle if he’d stopped by since he was out
on the streets in nothing but pitzames kai pantofles. Recognising the Greek words for pyjamas
and slippers I patted myself on the back for paying attention to the chapter on clothing when I’d
laboriously pored over my Greek text book. My smug confidence in my Greek language abilities
was perhaps a tad misplaced since I failed to comprehend anything beyond the odd expletive in
Despina’s fiery reply. Stepping back out of range of her sharp tongue I backed into Dimitris, my
scholarly friend, lurking inconspicuously next to the barrel of dried cod. Dimitris wasted no time
in filling me in on the heated argument by offering a running translation.“She say to Spiros that
she threw from the shop a dirty old bugger indecently dressed in pyjamas who propositioned
her,” Dimitris hissed. His excellent command of the English language made me reflect that he
was certainly benefiting from our doorstep lessons.“Well he’s not exactly got full control of his
mental faculties,” I said in defence of Leontiades, thinking any man would have had to have
taken leave of his senses to proposition the wart faced old harridan.“Spiros is shouting that she
is the liar, he say the uncle would not to proposition her because he is likely the homosexual. He
say she have the inflated idea of her own non-existent beauty,” Dimitris continued. “He say she is
the heartless nasty cow and the person with the compassion would must to recognise the uncle
is sickly. Ah, she back down now and change the story, now she say she make the uncle leave
because he try to steal.”Spiros’ shouted response drowned out Dimitris’ translation. As soon as
Spiros had finished venting his fury Dimitris filled me in.“Spiros call her the wicked liar, he say no
one in the family ever steal, they have the honest reputation. I have to say Victor this is the true,



the Spiros’ family is very the honourable, how else would the bereaved trust him with the
dead.”“What’s she saying now?” I asked, unable to decipher Despina’s thick accent.“She say
okay, maybe the uncle not to steal, but he fill the basket with much the shopping then not have
the money to pay.”“So first she accuses Leontiades of propositioning her, a fabrication so
unlikely I will eat my hat if it’s true, then she switches to besmirching the family reputation by
calling him a thief,” I clarified.“You have it Victor.”Spiros and Despina were still engaged in a
shouting match when Tina arrived, demanding “Ti symvainei?” I didn’t need Dimitris to translate;
I understood Tina had asked ‘what’s going on?’Now that Dimitris had translated the gist of the
angry exchange I stood back to listen to the whole sorry saga being repeated for Tina’s benefit,
Despina and Spiros each putting forward their side of the story; it was easier for me to
understand on a second hearing. It was pure entertainment gold.Standing for no nonsense Tina
wasted no time in banishing her mother to the storeroom. Apologising profusely to Spiros for her
mother’s baseless accusations she asked if there was anything she could do to help with finding
Leontiades, promising to phone round the village to see if anyone had seen anything of the
missing senior after he was slung out of the shop. By the time Barry arrived to say there was no
sign of Leontiades in the church, he had missed all the entertainment.The three of us took the
road leading from the village square to the taverna, but no one we passed had seen any sign of
Leontiades, most likely otherwise preoccupied with their evening chores. Taking a call on his
mobile, Spiros gesticulated for us to carry on searching.Spiros caught up with us after the call.
“That was the Sampaguita.”“Has your uncle returned to the house?” I asked hopefully.“No, the
Sampaguita is just the worried, she care very much for the uncle.”“He’s lucky to have a carer
who is genuinely fond of him,” I said.“She is the angel. I tell to you Victor the Sampaguita has
steal the heart. Since meeting the Sampaguita I have given up the old ways of kamaki, the tourist
woman no longer turn the head,” Spiros confessed.“Kamaki?” Barry repeated, a puzzled
expression on his face.“It’s the Greek art of reeling in tourist women for a brief romance,” I
explained. “I believe it derives from a fishing term.”“Yes, the kamaki is to fish for the tourist
woman with the chat-up. I think now I to hang up my net,” Spiros said, an enamoured expression
on his face.“Bravo,” I said, pleased that Spiros had finally decided to retire his reputation as a
ladies’ man, albeit an unsuccessful one, and perhaps settle down.“You’re smitten, Spiro,” Barry
laughed, thumping the undertaker on the back.Deciding to separate to expand our search we
each took a narrow track or village lane leading from the road. My attention was caught by an old
village house, paint peeling from the shutters, the stonework beginning to crumble. I wondered
what stories the house could tell and if it would fall into disrepair, or if some foreigner would take
pity on it, restoring it to use. Deep purple bougainvillea trailed up one battered wall, bees
humming amidst the flowers. Alerted by a rustling noise in the overgrown vegetation to one side
of the house I hoped I had discovered Leo’s hiding spot. Alas it was nothing but a feral cat
pursuing its prey.Returning to the main street I finally spotted a likely candidate for the missing
uncle in Litsa’s garden opposite the taverna, a white haired man reclining in a plastic chair
stroking a goat, the indomitable Litsa hovering beside him. Presuming there was little doubt that



the feeble looking senior clad in slippers and brown checkered pyjamas, the top gaping wide
open above a white vest, was indeed the escaped uncle, I hollered out for Barry and Spiros to
join me.Litsa, evidently relieved by our arrival, said she had been at her wits end wondering how
to contact Spiros to come and collect his uncle. She told us that she hadn’t dared leave him
alone whilst she went to a neighbour’s house to use the telephone, in case he wandered off
again. Litsa revealed Leontiades had been in an agitated state when he turned up, but had
apparently found the goat’s presence very soothing.“I go get the hearse to take the uncle home.
Please not to let the uncle out of the sight before I return,” Spiros said, planting a kiss on the old
chap’s head.Litsa, being inordinately fond of Barry, fussed over him. I tuned out of their stilted
conversation, punctuated with many gestures because of the language barrier, my attention
riveted on Leontiades. Spiros often spoke of his four uncles, the three deceased ones each
having made the undertaker the beneficiary of their homes.This was the first time I had actually
met one of Spiros’ relatives, though I did feel I had a good grasp of what Pedros had been like
after sifting through the junk he had accumulated in the house which was now ours. Noting the
calming effect the goat had on the confused senior I wondered if a feline would have the same
soothing impact. I made a mental note to try and persuade Marigold to part with one of the
kittens. Surely she could spare one of the little blighters for a good cause; they were no good for
anything but getting under my feet and I’d be glad of the opportunity to rid the house of one of
the devil spawn of Cynthia’s mutant cat Kouneli.“Ena toso kalo agori,” Litsa cooed, telling Barry
he was such a good boy as she pinched his cheek.“Keep an eye on the old fellow Victor,” Barry
instructed. “I’m just going to pop inside and fix the squeak on Litsa’s door; it likely just needs a
quick oiling.”“But what if Leo gets agitated again and tries to take off?” I argued.“A puff of wind
would get the better of him, I’m sure you could overpower him if you have to,” Barry said, rolling
his eyes before disappearing to tackle Litsa’s odd-job.Barry had returned to the garden by the
time Spiros rolled up in the hearse. My brother-in-law was loaded up with a carrier bag of Litsa’s
homemade goodies that the old lady had pressed onto him since he refused to take a cent for
fixing her squeak. As the four of us piled into the hearse Barry examined the contents of the
carrier bag, proclaiming he would take the tray of galatopita along to Doreen’s soiree; at least
Litsa’s milk pudding would provide a palatable dessert to follow Doreen’s undoubtedly inedible
chicken. It proved a bit of a squash in the hearse but fortunately it was only a short drive back to
Spiros’ uncle’s house, Barry nobly offering his knee to the rather bewildered Leontiades who
become a tad teary upon being separated from the goat.
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Ebook Library Reader, “Wonderful Series!. I keep coming back for more! These books are
extremely engaging and leaves me wanting more. I just purchased volume 7 and will be reading
it as soon as I finish this review!”

JanisP, “Great series! Funny, witty and believable.. I am just starting book 8 of this series and I
can't stop! I read books 1-7 in two days. I'm sad that probably by tomorrow I'll be all done but I
am loving this series! It makes me want to move to Greece. The characters are starting to feel
like family, though WHAT a family!!!! (Lots of exclamation points for emphasis)”

Clare, “Entertaining and witty. I have loved reading all the books that have been written V D
Bucket on his life in Greece. The books have been entertaining and witty. I have so enjoyed
reading about the people and village life and look forward to reading more of his books in the
future.”

the reader, “Delightful. Buckets to Greece draw you into the authenticity and familiarity of Victor
and Marigold's adventures of moving to a Greek village”

Diana D, “Tempted. Should I have been tempted by 3 for the price of 2? Yes, brilliant! I was
pleased to continue from the first 3 books in Greece. Love the descriptions and characters. Tales
of the tour guides are very amusing. Book 4 ends on a cliff-hanger, so glad I bought 5 at the
same time! Again, I enjoyed the descriptions of all the different people, clothes and food. What a
happy party! Then Book 5 ends on a cliff-hanger too! Wow! Book 6 has moved on a stretch!
Loved the tales of Terrance and Douglas. The Trouts are very wearying, as they were in reality.
Look forward to continuing tales of Greece.”

Thinlizzy, “Funny and addictive. I highly recommend this series of books but be prepared to not
be able to put them down! A highly addictive set of books written by an extremely funny man,
lots of chuckles out loud will occur. Victor Bucket moves to Greece with his wife, Marigold and
their adventures begin. You'll become engrossed in small Greek village life and can even learn a
little Greek language if you want.  Enjoy!”

waterloo5, “Good read.. I had enjoyed volume 1,2,3 so just had to carry on. If you have ever
been to Greece and stayed in a village you can relate quiet easily to this author. Funny incidents
in each book I have read so far. And a little incite volume 11 has just been released.”

Wendy, “Just a wonderful, uplifting and funny wee read!. I’m now moving on to the 7th book in
this Greek adventure. An alternative to other ‘moving abroad’ books, as very much tongue in
cheek with a hilarious, but touching, background story.Vic has cheered me up through these



dark Covid nights - hopefully I’m not making Marigold jealous!!! ”

TrishieB, “Good fun!. Loving the series - I'm hooked!”

The book by V.D. Bucket has a rating of  5 out of 4.7. 60 people have provided feedback.

BUCKET TO GREECE~ Volume 4 ~ Chapter 1 An Overstayed Welcome Chapter 2 Under the
Influence Chapter 3 Barry’s Heartfelt Case of Kefi Chapter 4 Ripe for a Second Scam Chapter 5
Faffing About Chapter 6 Cheese Pies all Round Chapter 7 Not Quite a Flop Chapter 8 Searching
for the Senior Escapee Chapter 9 Doreen is Culinary Challenged Chapter 10 Dinner Table
Obsessions Chapter 11 A Fearsome Obstruction Chapter 12 The End of an Orange Era Chapter
13 Crewing the Pleasure Boat Chapter 14 Turning Ouzo into Water Chapter 15 Wondrous
Delight Chapter 16 Swimming with Watermelons Chapter 17 Tesco Pickles Chapter 18 The
Return of the Sheep Chapter 19 Spiros Walks on Water Chapter 20 Imported Spam Chapter 21
Cut to the Quick Chapter 22 Wracked with Guilt Chapter 23 Better Preserved than Victor
Chapter 24 Sweet Chicken Chapter 25 A Nasty Case of Leather Jacket Chapter 26 Walk, Talk
and Taste Chapter 27 Toasting the Future BUCKET TO GREECE~ Volume 5 ~ Chapter 1 A
Delayed Flight Chapter 2 Smuggling Lard Chapter 3 Sensitive Peas Chapter 4 No Siren
Temptress Chapter 5 Sweet Way to go Gay! Chapter 6 The Honey Man Chapter 7 A Rather
Constipated Lunch Chapter 8 A Suspicious Corridor Lurker Chapter 9 Avoiding the Stomach
Pump Chapter 10 Dining out on Weeds Chapter 11 A Neapolitan Scoop Chapter 12 Going
Round in Circles Chapter 13 A Dolphin in the Ship Canal Chapter 14 After a Tan Chapter 15 A
Picnic on Pegasus Chapter 16 Victor Pens his Speech Chapter 17 A Naïve and Gullible Fool
Chapter 18 A Rabies Shot Chapter 19 Back to his Old Tricks Chapter 20 Victor Stands on his
Dignity Chapter 21 A Testing Request Chapter 22 A Last Minute Dash to the Wedding Chapter
23 Snaring the Mayor Chapter 24 Here Comes the Bride Chapter 25 One for the Album Chapter
26 Canapé Confusion Chapter 27 Woman’s Work Chapter 28 Dancing the Tsamiko Chapter 29
The Wrong End of the Stick BUCKET TO GREECE~ Volume 6 ~ Chapter 1 A Place to Escape
Chapter 2 Psarosoupa with a French Twist Chapter 3 Milton has Mail Chapter 4 More
Handsome than the Prime Minister Chapter 5 Spiros is Glum Chapter 6 Stomping the Grapes
Chapter 7 A Football Flutter Chapter 8 A Garden Intruder Chapter 9 A Rather Disturbing Call
Chapter 10 Loosely Related Strangers Chapter 11 A Brief Brush with the Law Chapter 12
Tickled Pink Chapter 13 Stepping Back in Time Chapter 14 Caught on Camera Chapter 15 All
the Latest Fashions Chapter 16 Let them Eat Soup Chapter 17 Victor Loses his Temper Chapter
18 Buttering Up with Bacon Chapter 19 A Convenient Scapegoat Chapter 20 Macaroni and
Meatballs Chapter 21 A Seat on the Board Chapter 22 Painful Peeling Chapter 23 Flat Out
Chapter 24 Authentically Greek Chapter 25 Salvaged from the Bins Chapter 26 Finding
Common Ground Chapter 27 A Blissful Soak A Note from Victor
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